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Abstract

The three studies printed here investigate three problems in the demo
graphy of the ancient Greek city-state.

( 1 ) From the size of Aigina’s lleet in 480 the population of the island 
has been estimated at ca. 35,000-45,000 people, which corresponds to a 
population density of 410-530 persons per km2. A re-assessment of how 
the Aiginetans manned their triremes suggests a total population of ca. 
20,000, corresponding to a population density of 235 per km2, a figure 
which is still surprisingly high but perhaps just possible.

(2) The number of Athenian citizens in the 4th century B.C. is still a 
bone of contention among ancient historians. In recent years my esti
mate of no less than ca. 30,000 adult male citizens has been contested 
by those who still prefer a total of ca. 20,000. The present study is a 
defence of the higher number and is focused on four issues: (a) the 
number of citizens required to run the Council of Five Hundred; (b) the 
number of ephebes; (c) the number of citizens during the period 322- 
307; (d) the demographic aspects of the carrying capacity of Attika and 
the import of grain.

(3) A prosopographical study of some very large and almost com
pletely preserved rosters of Eretrian citizens from two of a total of six 
tribes indicates that in ca. 300 B.C. Eretria had a declining population, 
that a significant number of citizens may have resorted to adoption to 
uphold the family line, and that the rosters probably comprise only a 
part of all citizens by birth, which points to a population census in the 
late 290s when Eretria seems to have had an oligarchic constitution.

Cover illustration. Age pyramid. A.J. Coale and P. Demeny, Regional 
Model Life Tables and Stable Populations (Princeton 1966): model west, 
mortality level 4, growth rate 0.5%.
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I. The Population of Aigina in 480 B.C.

The study of the size of the population of Aigina in the early fifth 
century B.C. is an outstanding example of how ancient historians 
deal with two fundamental problems in the demography of the 
ancient Greek poleis', can we trust the information about army 
and navy figures reported by the historians, in particular Hero- 
dotos, Thucydides and Xenophon? And: how can we convert 
navy and army figures into population figures? That these two 
questions have been answered differently by different historians 
is amply demonstrated by the information about the population 
of Aigina one can find in the literature. The total varies from a 
minimum of 13,000 to a maximum of 80,000. Kirsten ( 1964) fol
lowed by Kalcyk ( 1996)1 suggested some 13,000-20,000. In the 
longest and most thorough study of the issue, Figueira (1981) 
followed by Homblower (1996) and Horden & Purcell (2000) 
assessed the population at 35,000-45,0002 whereas Cavaignac 
(1912) followed by Salmon (1959) went up to 50,000.3 Beloch 
(1886) envisages the possibility of 80,000 in all.4 Ste. Croix 
(2004) suspends judgement.5 The sources behind the various 
estimates are as follows.

(1) . In the war between Aigina and Athens in the 490s the 
major engagement was a naval battle in which an Aiginetan fleet 
of 70 ships (Hdt. 6.92.1) was defeated by an Athenian fleet of the 
same size (Hdt. 6.89.1).

(2) . A major outbreak of stasis occurred on Aigina in connec
tion with the war against the Athenians. The confrontation was 
between the rich (ol 7ià/eeç) and the common people (ô ôfjpoç), 
of whom 700 were killed and others exiled (Hdt. 6.90-91).

(3) . In 480 eighteen Aiginetan ships fought in the battle of 
Artemision (Hdt. 8.1.2) and thirty of their best sailing ships 
fought in the battle of Salamis, while other ships were kept in 
reserve to protect the island (Hdt. 8.46.1). Pausanias (2.29.5) 
says that the Aiginetan contingent was the largest after the Athe
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nian. If we can trust Pausanias we can infer that the Aiginetan 
contingent must have outnumbered the forty ships provided by 
the Corinthians (Hdt. 8.1.1 & 43.1 ).

(4) . 500 Aiginetans hoplites fought in the battle of Plataiai 
(Hdt. 9.28.6) and probably the same number served as light 
armed (Hdt. 9.29.2). At the same time, however, an unknown 
number of Aiginetan ships may have been among the 110 ships 
(Hdt. 8.131.1) which fought under Leotychidas in the battle of 
Mykale (Hdt. 9.96-100).

(5) . In ca. 459 yet another war between the Aiginetans and the 
Athenians culminated in a naval battle fought between the Aig
inetans and their allies against the Athenians and their allies.6 The 
Aiginetans and their allies were defeated and lost 70 ships (Thue. 
1.105.2), and next year when the Aiginetans capitulated after a 
long siege of their city they had to surrender what was left of 
their fleet (Thue. 1.108.4).

(6) In the Constitution of the Aiginetans Aristotle - or one of 
his pupils - reports that there were 47 myriads = 470,000 slaves 
on Aigina (Ath. 272C and Schol. Pind. Ol. 8.30 = Arist. fr. 427, 
Rose = fr. 475.1-2, Gigon).

What can be inferred from these pieces of information about the 
size of the population of Aigina? We can disregard the 470,000 
slaves. In the ancient Greek city-states slaves were never counted 
since they were neither taxable nor liable to military service. The 
ancient Greeks did not know the number of slaves in the poleis? 
and we shall never come to know the number either, no matter 
how many and how valuable the sources we may still recover. On 
the other hand, the Greeks never refrained from producing rough 
estimates of the number of slaves. Apart from the 470,000 slaves 
on Aigina we hear in the same passage from Athenaios’ Deip- 
nosophistai about 460,000 slaves in Corinth and 400,000 slaves 
in Athens/ The figure for Athens matches Hypereides’ estimate 
of 150,000 (adult male) slaves.9 These figures stem from good 
sources but cannot, of course, be trusted. They are just guesses, 
not even guesstimates. For example, for Aigina to have 470,000 
slaves, it must have had a population density of about 5,500 per 
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km2 of slaves alone!10 Thus we must reject the incredible slave 
number we have" and we cannot infer much either from the 700 
Aiginetans killed in the stasis or the (probably) 1,000 Aiginetans 
who fought at Plataiai. It is the astonishing size of the Aiginetan 
fleet that must be analysed: according to Herodotos the Aigine
tans manned 70 ships in ca. 490 and over 40 in 480.

In a very thorough and judicious account of this evidence and 
the issues involved, Thomas Figueira concludes that “in the light 
of these considerations it is not inconceivable that the Aiginetans 
could man a minimum of 50 triremes from the island’s resident 
population. Each trireme would have a complement of 200 men, 
giving approximately 10,000 as the strength of the fleet. If these 
10,000 men were all those available for military service on 
Aigina, it is possible to offer an approximate estimate of the pool 
of males out of which this mobilizable force came. If the popula
tion was stable, life expectancy at birth was 25 years, and the 
number of women equal to the number of males, the total popu
lation of Aigina was c. 42,000.” After some further discussion 
Figueira’s overall conclusion is that “perhaps a reasonable, but 
speculative minimum estimate would give the island a total popu
lation of between 35,000 and 45,000, with 7000-10,000 slaves 
and freedmen”. In the entry on Aigina in the Copenhagen Polis 
Centre’s inventory of Archaic and Classical poleis he repeats this 
conclusion with due reference to his own investigation quoted 
above.12

This is in principle a fair calculation and it is on such lines that 
the population of numerous Greek poleis have been calculated 
since Böckh. The problem is that, in my opinion, this total is 
impossible. Aigina is an island of 85 km2, and with a total of 
35,000-45,000 inhabitants the density of population was a mi
nimum of 410 persons per km2 and a maximum of 530. Even the 
minimum figure surpasses the population density of modern Hol
land, the most densely populated of all European nations with 
375 inhabitants per km2. In ancient Greece the average popula
tion density is commonly estimated at ca. 40 persons per km2 in 
the plains and ca. 15 in the mountains.13

If we start from what we know about the island of Aigina and 
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its urban centre, and if we treat it as an average polis we cannot 
even reach a five-digit population figure. The walls of Aigina 
city enclosed an area of 52 ha. If - on a cautious estimate - we 
assume that the space used for habitation constituted 50% of the 
intramural area and that the population density was 150-200 per
sons per ha,14 we get an urban population of between 3,900 and 
5,200. For a small polis with a territory of under 100 km2 it 
seems reasonable to assume that - roughly - two thirds of the 
population lived in the city and one third in the countryside.15 On 
this assumption the total population of the island comes to 
between 5,850 and 7,800 or - in rounded numbers - 6,000 and 
8,000.

That is, on the other hand, a minimum figure. There can be no 
doubt, I think, that the city of Aigina was much more densely 
populated than an average polis, and there are indeed attestations 
of more densely settled cities which we can use as models. It 
seems, for example, that in Halieis in the southern Argolid no 
less than 83% of the intramural space was used for habitation and 
that the number of persons per ha inhabited space was ca. 250.16 
If Aigina city had a similar density of town-dwellers, the popula
tion of the urban centre comes to 43 x 250 = 10,750 persons, the 
rural population comes to 5,375 and the total population to 
16,125. Furthermore, there may have been substantial suburbs 
(KpoaoTEia) outside the walls. No excavation or survey has been 
conducted and we are deplorably ignorant of the townscape of 
Aigina city. There has not been any survey of the countryside 
either, but, as far as I know, there is no sign of any substantial 
settlement of the Archaic or Classical periods to be found on the 
rest of the island. What we know to date about Aigina seems to 
conform to what we can assume for most small poleis: that the 
majority of the population was settled in the city behind its walls 
and a minority only in the countryside. But let us envisage the 
possibility that city - with suburbs (?) - and countryside together 
had a population of ca. 20,000 people.

So where do we stand? The little we know about Aigina’s 
walled polis centre and countryside can be interpreted to match a 
maximum of ca. 20,000 persons, which corresponds to a popula- 
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tion density of 235 per km2; but how can a maximum population 
of ca. 20,000 inhabitants be reconciled with the 35,000-45,000 
inhabitants calculated on the basis of the size of the Aiginetan 
fleet? We must return to the conversion of ships into population 
figures and reconsider each step in the conversion.

(1) . Can we trust Herodotos’ information about the size of the 
Aiginetan fleet? If he - and his audiences - could believe that the 
Persian army numbered 1,700,000 men (Hdt. 7.60.1), they may - 
erroneously - have believed in inflated figures for the number of 
ships that fought in the battle of Salamis. I confess that - by and 
large - I tend to trust the army figures reported by Herodotos, 
Thucydides and Xenophon. The size of the Persian army is a case 
apart, as are the numbers of slaves reported in some sources, see 
supra 6. Furthermore, in this particular case Herodotos’ figure is 
supported by the discovery in the military harbour of Aigina of 
extended remains of shipsheds. The military harbour and at least 
the north shipshed complex are contemporary with the city wall 
of the early fifth century and antedate the Athenian conquest of 
Aigina in 457.17

(2) . Were the ships mentioned by Herodotos triremes, each 
with a complement of 200 men, or pentekonters, each with a 
complement of less than a hundred? It has been suggested that at 
least the 70 ships that fought against the Athenians in ca. 490 
were pentekonters.18 It cannot be ruled out that at least some of 
them were. But what about the Aiginetan fleet at Salamis? It is 
true that, listing the various contingents which the poleis pro
vided for the Greek fleet at Salamis, Herodotos invariably speaks 
about ships (véeç) but towards the end of the passage he expli
citly states that all the poleis provided triremes except the Me- 
lians, the Siphnians and the Seriphians who provided pentekon
ters (Hdt. 8.48). Again the archaeological evidence supports 
Herodotos’ account. At least the north shipshed complex was 
most probably built for triremes, not for the smaller pentekon
ters.19

(3) . To sail a trireme is a task that makes heavy demands on the 
rowers, and we have to assume that a number of men, especially 
those in their thirties and forties, were unfit for this kind of ser- 
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vice.20 Given what was at stake in 480 we may presume that per
haps as many as 90% of the year classes in question were called 
up, instead of the 80% which I have suggested as a maximum in 
my treatment of the relation between army figures and popula
tion figures.21 Figueira makes no explicit allowance for people of 
military age but unfit for military service. In this respect, my 
figures are higher than his.

(4) . The physical force required to row a trireme sets a limit 
too for the age group liable for service as rowers. The age group 
serving on board a trireme may have been the same as that 
serving as hoplites in the field army, i.e., apparently the year 
classes from 20 to 49. Figueira assumes that, on this occasion, 
men up to 55 years old had to serve.22 That is possible given the 
desperate situation in 480, and for my calculation infra I will 
apply the same age limit.

(5) . Until a generation ago the orthodox view was that the 
Greeks did not use slaves to row their ships.23 Today very few 
historians doubt that a significant fraction of the rowers were of 
servile status.24 So, like Figueira, I presume that many of those 
who manned the Aiginetan triremes were slaves, and that a 
master and his slave both were on board the same ship as rowers, 
the masters probably serving on the top deck, the slaves on the 
second and third. If it can be presumed that a substantial part of 
Aigina’s wealth was based on overseas trade, cf. infra, it can be 
presumed too that a large part of the - allegedly - large slave 
population was familiar with ships and seamanship.

(6) . Whereas it can be presumed that almost all the citizens 
had a family, some foreigners and perhaps even the majority of 
the slaves were single. Without much supporting evidence it is 
commonly held that in a Greek polis the majority of the slaves 
were adult males who did not have a family.25

(7) . Was the Aiginetan fleet manned with Aiginetans - citi
zens, metics and slaves - or was some part (perhaps even a sub
stantial part) of the oarsmen hired foreigners? The much better 
sources we have for the Peloponnesian War and later periods 
show that not only Athens but other city-states too relied on hired 
manpower when they had to launch a squadron.26 Figueira be- 
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lieves that “Aigina, in this year of mobilization in the eastern 
Mediterranean by Greek and Persian alike, was not able to draw 
to any great extent upon external sources of experienced Greek 
rowers”.27 There is no support in the sources for this a priori 
assumption. It may be correct but we do not know; and a case can 
be made for a different view.

Aigina was a wealthy polis which from 457 to 431 could pay 
the crushing fine of thirty talents of silver to Athens.28 During the 
Archaic period the Aiginetan silver coinage attained a very wide 
circulation, especially in the Aegean, and the Aiginetan weight 
standard was widely adopted for coinage in the Greek world.2<) 
The grain fleet which sailed through the Hellespont in 480 was 
bound for Aigina and the Peloponnese, not for Athens (Hdt. 
7.147.2). The Aiginetans must have had substantial economic 
resources based on a flourishing long distance trade,30 and a 
strong network of connections with other poleis all over the 
Greek world.31 Therefore, I can see no objection to assuming that 
Aigina in 480 was in a position to do what is better attested for 
the later period, vzz. to hire a large number of the oarsmen re
quired to row their triremes.

We can now make a new calculation on the basis of the revised list 
of suppositions, and my point of departure will be that the Aigine
tans in 480 had altogether 45 triremes, viz. 30 triremes at Salamis 
and some more in reserve to protect the island. We do not know 
their number but there were apparently so many that the Aiginetan 
squadron outnumbered the Corinthian squadron of 40 triremes. A 
total of 45 triremes matches what Herodotos tells us.

It takes 9,000 men to man 45 triremes. Let us suppose that 
3,000 were hired oarsmen and 6,000 Aiginetans, and let us sup
pose too that of the Aiginetans 2,500 were citizens, 500 metics 
and 3,000 slaves, most of them owned by the Aiginetan citizens 
and metics but some of them presumably public slaves.

To convert this army figure into a population figure I use the 
same model population as Figueira, viz. Coale and Demeny 
(1966), Model West, mortality level 4 (life expectancy of 25 
years) and zero growth rate.32
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On the assumption that most of the citizens and metics had 
families we can make the following calculation. 3,000 males 
aged 20-49 + a total of 10% unfit for military service = 3,333. 
Males 20-54 constitute 47.6% of all males (from cradle to grave). 
Total males come to 7,000. Males and females together to 
14,000. But this figure may be a little on the high side because it 
can be presumed that some of the metics were single. If we sup
pose that the majority of the slaves were single we can add a fur
ther 6,000 to the ca. 14,000 citizens and metics. The total is now 
20,000 people altogether instead of 35,000-45,000, corre
sponding to a population density of ca. 235 per km2, still a suspi
ciously high figure but perhaps not impossibly high.

There are two main reasons for the difference between 
Figueira’s calculation and mine: First, Figueira assumes that the 
foreigners and slaves who rowed the ships were heads of famil
ies, as were most of the citizens; second, Figueira believes that 
almost all the rowers on board the Aiginetan triremes were 
Aiginetans. The difference between the two calculations can be 
formulated as a dilemma: (a) in 480 the Aiginetan fleet must 
have been manned by Aiginetans - citizens, foreigners and slaves 
- and the number of hired rowers must have been insignificant. 
Consequently, Aigina must have had a population density of 400- 
500 people per km2, (b) A population density of 400-500 people 
per km2 is unbelievably high. Consequently, the Aiginetans must 
have hired a significant fraction of those who rowed their 
triremes in the battle of Salamis. Figuira takes the first horn of 
the dilemma, I prefer the second.

Appendix
In an essay composed in 1965-66 Ste. Croix did his utmost to 
discredit the view that Aigina was a commercial polis and that its 
wealth was derived from overseas trade (Ste. Croix (2004) 371- 
420). As usual he carefully collected and discussed the relevant 
sources (he could not know about the Gravisca inscription, 
LSAG2 439 no. E), but he attempted to re-interpret or explain 
away so much of the evidence that, in the end, his contribution 
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seems to support the opposite view: that a substantial part of 
the wealth of the Aiginetans was in fact derived from long dis
tance trade. For example: to belittle the remarkable circulation of 
Aiginetan “turtles” Ste. Croix argues - correctly - that “the use 
of coinage to meet the needs of foreign trade was a secondary 
development” (394), but by 480 Aigina can be supposed to have 
reached the second stage. From Herodotos’ information about the 
com fleet bound for Aigina and the Peloponnese Ste. Croix 
infers: “that the island ofAegina — not “the Aeginetans” - played 
a significant part in the early fifth-century corn trade between the 
Pontus and the Peloponnese” (406). But there is nothing in 
Herodotos’ text to support the view that all the com ended up in 
the Peloponnese, or the rather strange view that the Aiginetans 
had next to nothing to do with the overseas trade that went on in 
their own harbour. Demosthenes’ mention of the emporion in 
Aigina and Aristotle’s description of the demos of Aigina as 
emporikos are passed over in silence.33

It is, however, the carrying capacity of the island compared 
with the size of the population which constitutes the most serious 
objection to Ste. Croix’s view of the Aiginetan economy. 
Figueira prefaces his study of the population of Aigina with an 
estimate of the carrying capacity of the island. His conclusion is 
that Aigina could support 4,000 people at the level of subsist
ence.34 All the important studies in food production and carrying 
capacity published since 1981 have not changed the total 
obtained by Figueira significantly. With the prevailing more opti
mistic assessments of cultivable area, yield per ha, and annual 
food consumption per person, one can get up to ca. 5,000.35 But if 
one takes into account that part of the crops may have been 
barley rather than wheat, 4,000 is still the most likely total, and 
the new Athenian grain law has shown that the weight of dried 
wheat and barley was somewhat below the optimistic estimates 
suggested by several scholars.36

If Aigina could sustain a population of 4,000 max., over two 
thirds of the population had to buy their staple food in the 
market,37 and this calculation is based on the minimalist view of 
the size of the population, i.e. a total of 13,000. The Aiginetans 
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must have produced goods and/or services with which they could 
pay for all this grain, and the inevitable conclusion is that trade 
and/or production of manufactured products must have been the 
backbone of the economy of the island. One can understand why 
Ste. Croix preferred to suspend judgement on the size of the pop
ulation of Aigina (387-8, 409).
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Hell. 1.5.4; Isoc. 8.48. For other sources and a good discussion of 
the issue, see Gabrielsen (2002) 208.

27. Figueira (1981) 33.
28. Thue. 1.108.4; IG I3 259.VI.18 etc. See Figueira (2004) 621.
29. Thompson, Mørkholm and Kraay (1973) 394; Figueira (2004) 622.
30. The emporion of Aigina is mentioned at Dem. 23.211 and Aristotle 

describes the demos of Aigina as emporikos (Pol. 1291 b20).
31. For Ste. Croix’s different view, see the appendix 12-14 infra.
32. In Hansen (1985) 12 1 suppose a growth rate of 0.5% per year. 

Figueira (1981) 60-61 n. 34 prefers a stationary population. For this 
calculation there is a small difference between the two models: the 
year classes 20-54 constitute 47.6% of all males in the stationary 
population but 45.6% in a population with an annual growth rate of 
0.5%. The preferable model would probably be one with an annual 
growth rate of 0.25%, see Scheidel (2003) 122-23.

33. See n. 30. Ste. Croix’s essay was left unfinished, cf. the editors’ 
comment p. 376 n. *, and he had probably intended to treat the 
evidence of the emporion and the demos emporikos.
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34. Figueira (1981) 22-26.
35. See, e.g. Horden and Purcell (2000) 119: “By conventional calcula

tions its [Aigina’s] own resources can support at minimal nutri
tional levels only some 5,000 people.”

36. See 44 with n. 124 infra.
37. Cf. Horden and Purcell (2000) 119: “Aigina was heavily dependent 

on a complex, reliable and large scale trade in staples.”
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IL The Size of the Athenian Citizen Population 
in the Fourth Century B.C.

The size of the population of Attika and in particular the number 
of Athenian citizens, is still one of the controversial issues in 
ancient history and will undoubtedly remain a bone of contention 
among ancient historians unless some important new source is 
recovered. That is, I confess, unlikely but not impossible. The 
problem of whether there were two or three myriads of adult 
male Athenians in, e.g., 338 B.C. may perhaps be settled if one 
day we find, e.g., a papyrus with the speech by Hypereides in 
which he defended himself in the graphe paranomon brought by 
Aristogeiton against his proposal to manumit all slaves and grant 
Athenian citizenship to all metics,1 or if we get fuller and more 
reliable information about the population census conducted by 
Demetrios of Phaleron.2 Again, the recovery of large bouleutic 
and ephebic inscriptions may contain the clue to the minimum 
number of citizens required to run the boule? or the number of a 
year class of ephebes.4 A fragment of the accounts of the sitophy- 
lakes may provide us with reliable information about the amount 
of grain imported into Athens in a particular year,5 and from that 
we may decide whether the total population of Attika was ca. fif
teen myriads or rather twenty-five to thirty myriads.

Exact figures are, of course, impossible to obtain. The demo
graphy of ancient societies is indeed a discipline in which we 
shall never have precise information because we lack not only 
sources that have been lost but also sources that never existed, 
for example Statistical Yearbook of Athens and Attika 323 B.C. I 
would happily sacrifice a tragedy by Euripides - not one of the 
best of course - if, instead, we could get access to the data to be 
found in a statistical yearbook. But such a source will never be 
recovered because it never existed. Therefore none of the ancient 
Greeks themselves, not even Aristotle, would have been able to 
come up with an answer to the question: how many slaves live in 
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Attika? It is remarkable that Aristotle - or his pupil - seems to 
have believed that there were 470,000 slaves on Aigina.6

So we have to be satisfied with what I have called “the shotgun 
method”: To study ancient history is like hunting hares. The 
hunter uses a shotgun instead of a rifle. His weapon does not hit 
the bull’s eye and is not constructed for big game, but the 
spreading out of the pellets to cover a broader field is very effi
cient when used against smaller animals. Similarly, the quantifi
cations presented by the ancient historian are never precise but 
within certain limits they can provide us with extremely valuable 
information about ancient societies. The shotgun method” is a 
term I coined in the 1980s, but the method it describes has been 
used by many ancient historians whenever they have to quantify 
their data.7

For the number of adult male Athenian citizens in the 4th cen
tury B.C. there are two different shots, one by historians who aim 
low with their shotgun and argue in favour of a total of ca. 
21,000, and one by historians who aim high and prefer a total of 
ca. 31,000. As usual in historical studies - and in other disci
plines as well - a Forschungsbericht reveals a continuous swing 
of the pendulum. In 1886 Beloch preferred the lower number, but 
he changed his mind and in 1922 he supported the high figure.8 
He was followed by Gomme (1933),9 but the lower number was 
revived by Jones (1957)1” followed by Ruschenbusch in a num
ber of studies from 1979 to 1999.“ In 1985 in Demography and 
Democracy I defended the high number against what was then 
the orthodoxy. Many historians were persuaded by the argumen
tation,12 and there is still strong support for a total of 30,000 
rather than 20,000 citizens,13 but in recent years there have been 
several attempts to move the pendulum back towards the lower 
figure.14

The purpose of this article is to argue that the evidence we 
have fits a total number of 30,000 adult male citizens better than 
one of 20,000. Some may ask: what does it matter? To under
stand the nature of Athenian democracy or the nature of the Athe
nian economy we must have at least a rough idea of the popula
tion of Athens. Did the quorum of 6,000 required for some of the 
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decisions made by the Assembly constitute ca. one third of all 
adult male Athenians, or one fifth? Was the Council of Five Hun
dred manned by citizens who volunteered and sometimes even 
competed for a seat? or did the Athenians have to resort to con
scription in order to run the houle? Could the Athenian popula
tion in most years be sustained by the grain grown in Attika? or 
did the Athenians normally have to import at least half of the 
grain consumed by the population of Attika? It is obviously 
important to shed light on these questions, but can they be 
answered?

To carry on the debate about the number of citizens and the 
population of Attika is not just to put old wine into new wine
skins. During the last decade the discovery of new inscriptions 
has provided some new evidence: (a) to be able to serve three 
times on the houle instead of two is now attested for the 3rd cen
tury B.C. It was not a reform of the Roman period but probably 
introduced in 307/6 in connection with the new council of 600, 
see 25 infra, (b) Some ephebic lists of the 330s and 320s have 
been found in Panakton, and one of ephebes of Hippothontis 
333/2 is the shortest so far attested, so short in fact that it is unbe
lievable that it records a whole cohort of nineteen-year-olds from 
thephyle?5 (c) The grain law of 374/3, published in 1998, has for 
the first time ever provided us with information about the weight 
of a medimnos of wheat and barley.16 We are now in a much 
better position to estimate the amount of grain consumed per 
person per year, (d) The roster of 250 councillors from the Athe
nian klerouchy on Samos17 sheds new light on the relation 
between Athens and its klerouchies and favours the view that the 
klerouchs were not absentee landlords but settled in the kler
ouchies, though not necessarily for the rest of their lives.18

Other new pieces of the jig-saw puzzle, however, stem from 
re-interpretation of sources known for over a century, (a) Diony
sios of Halikarnassos’ use of the term èÇÉTaoiç to describe the 
revision of all lists of citizens in 346 has reopened the issue 
whether Demetrios of Phaleron’s èçeTaopoç was a census of all 
citizens or of all citizens of military age and fit for military ser
vice.19 (b) Comparing the number of 4th century tombstones 
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commemorating metics (650 of whom 40% were women) with 
those commemorating citizens (2,110 of whom 35% are women) 
we can infer that most of the 10,000 metics counted by 
Demetrios of Phaleron must have been heads of families and not 
single traders or craftsmen who stayed in Attica for a shorter or 
longer period.21’ (c) Further investigation of the prosopographical 
evidence seems to conform that many Athenians served on the 
boule in their forties, fifties and sixties, and to serve on the boule 
in one’s thirties was less common than one would expect from 
the age distribution of a population which, we presume, had a life 
expectancy of ca. 25 years and a growth rate of 0.5% max., see 
26-27 infra.

In this study I am not going to treat all aspects of the problem. 
One of my main reasons for preferring the high numbers is the 
Athenian military strength during the Lamian War. I dealt with 
the issue in Hansen (1985) and (1994)21 and on this particular 
count I have nothing to add. The problems I want to take up here 
concern: (1 ) the number of citizens required to run the Council of 
Five Hundred; (2) the number of ephebes; (3) the number of citi
zens during the period 322-307; (4) the demographic aspects of 
the carrying capacity of Athens and the import of grain.

/. The Council of Five Hundred
In Demography and Democracy 51 -64 I argued that 21,000 adult 
male citizens were not enough to run the Council of Five Hun
dred according to the rules, but the very good epigraphical evi
dence we have shows that the Athenians each and every year suc
ceeded in filling all the 500 seats in the boule. The counterblast 
has been to question the veracity of these rules, viz., (1) that the 
boule had to be recruited from citizens over 30; (2) that the boule 
was recruited from citizens who volunteered; there was no com
pulsory enrolment of citizens for service on the boule', (3) that no 
citizen could serve on the boule more than twice in his life (and 
not in two consecutive years); and (4) that no citizen could serve 
as epistates ton prytaneon more than once in his life.
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Re (1). In his contribution to the Second International Collo
quium on Ancient Historical Demography Wlodzimierz Len- 
gauer argues that there is no reliable evidence for an age-limit of 
thirty years for councillors and that citizens in their twenties may 
have served on the houle. But if all adult male citizens were 
eligible for the houle, it follows that a total of 21,000 citizens 
might be enough to run the houle.

Lengauer is right that almost all the sources we possess about 
an age-limit of thirty years for councillors does not concern 
democratic Athens but (a) the imagined constitution of Drakon 
(Arist. Ath. Pol. 4.3), (b) the oligarchic council of Four Hundred 
in 411 (Arist. Ath. Pol. 31.1 ), (c) the council in the draft constitu
tion of 411 (Arist. Ath. Pol. 30.2), (d) the council under The 
Thirty in 404 (Xen. Mem. 1.2.35), and (e) the constitution which 
the Athenians drew up for Erythrai in ca. 450 (M&L 40.11). The 
only explicit information is to be found in Libanios’ hypothesis 
to Demosthenes’ speech Against Androtion (hyp. Dem. 22.1.1 ) in 
which he refers to a ßouXemiKT] pÀiicioc; and that is not explicit 
enough. Libanios - a late source - indicates that there was an 
age-limit but does not say that it was thirty years.

There is, however, one source - not discussed in Lengauer’s 
article - which does show that citizens had to be thirty before 
they were allowed to serve on the Council of Five Hundred. It is 
apparent from Dem. 39.10 that bronze allotment plates (pinakia) 
were used at the sortition of councillors as well as other magi
strates, of whom the thesmothetai are mentioned exempli gratia. 
It is also apparent that the same pinakion was used for both kinds 
of sortition. So, if a citizen had to wait till he was thirty before he 
was issued with a pinakion for the sortition of magistrates, there 
must have been the same age-limit for councillors.22

Now, an age-limit of thirty years for magistrates is not partic
ularly well attested either.23 It is attested as a requirement for 
some athlothetai (SEG 10 2.25-26) and some epimeletai (SEG 30 
61.31). But in both cases the requirement may be specific and not 
just a repetition of a general rule. However, the preserved bronze 
pinakia show that, in the second quarter of the fourth century, the 
same pinakion was used for sortition of magistrates (including 
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councillors) and sortition of jurors.24 There is no doubt that jurors 
had to be over thirty (Arist. Ath. Pol. 63.3) and it follows that 
there must have been the same age-limit of thirty years for coun
cillors, other magistrates, and jurors. Thus, the generally ac
cepted view of a minimum age of thirty years for councillors can 
be vindicated by combining the information obtained from Dem. 
39.10 with the preserved pinakia.

Prosopography can also be adduced in support of the age-limit 
of thirty for magistrates (including councillors). We have a three- 
digit number of examples of citizens who served as magistrates 
and/or councillors in their thirties, or forties, or fifties, or sixties. 
If it had been possible for a citizen to serve on the boule or on 
some other board of archai in his twenties there ought to have 
been a number of indisputable attestations in the very good 
sources we have.2? True, Lengauer believes that he has found an 
example: he argues that Timarchos, who served on the boule in 
361/0, must have been born after 390 and thus served on the 
boule in his twenties.26 The year of birth of both Timarchos and 
Aischines is a matter of some dispute and I shall here restrict 
myself to referring to the very full treatment of the issue by Nick 
Fischer in his commentary on Aischines’ speech. Following Har
ris, he argues that Aischines is probably lying about the homo
sexual relationship between Timarchos and Misgolas, including 
the reference to the age difference, and that Aischines, Misgolas 
and Timarchos were “in fact much the same age”.27 Fischer takes 
it for granted that Timarchos was thirty when he served on the 
council in 361/0 but that is just one piece of the complicated jig
saw puzzle. I conclude that Timarchos cannot be adduced as an 
unquestionable example of a councillor who served in his twen
ties, and - to the best of my knowledge - there is no other ex
ample. The prosopographical evidence we possess strongly sup
ports the age-limit of thirty for Athenian archai including 
leutai.

Re (2). According to Ruschenbusch the demes based their sor
tition of councillors on the deme’s lexiarchikon grammateion. 
All citizens were eligible and all citizens (over 30) would sooner 
or later have to serve on the boule. Ruschenbusch bases his view 
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on a questionable interpretation of a dubious lexicographical 
note found in Photius and the Suda.™ On the other hand, 
Ruschenbusch is right in arguing that a total of 21,000 citizens 
implies that the Athenians must have resorted to conscription to 
fill the boule and cannot have relied on a system based on volun
tary candidature.29 But if every deme, year in and year out, was 
forced to draft the required number of candidates in order to fill 
its quota of seats in the boule, there cannot have been any rivalry 
between the demotai about winning one of the deme’s seats. Yet 
the sources we have testify to competition to be one of the 
deme’s bouleutai.w The inference is that candidature must have 
been voluntary and a further inference is that there must have 
been more than 21,000 adult male citizens. This view is in no 
way incompatible with the observations (a) that many can have 
come forward because service on the Council of Five Hundred 
was felt to be a civic duty,31 and (b) that social pressure may have 
been applied in a deme that was proportionally underpopulated 
and had difficulties in finding enough candidates for its quota of 
seats.32

Re (3). As far as I know no one has (yet) questioned the 
requirement that, in the period of ten phylai, a citizen could serve 
on the Council of Five Hundred only twice in his life.33 But a 
careful examination of the third-century epigraphical evidence 
indicates that the rules were changed when in 307/6 the Council 
of Five Hundred was changed into a Council of Six Hundred. 
The increased political participation may in itself have been 
enough to entail that the maximum of two years’ service on the 
council had to be lifted and that, consequently, a number of citi
zens served three times.34 A concomitant factor was, I think, the 
general decline of population in the Hellenic world in the third 
and second centuries B.C., which probably affected Athens too.35

Not only was it possible after 307/6 to serve three times on the 
boule, the epigraphical evidence suggests too that more citizens 
than previously served more than once. In spite of the fact that 
proportionally fewer bouleutic inscriptions of the third and 
second centuries have been preserved, there is more evidence of 
citizens who served twice. The examples “include 6 men of 
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Aegeis who served both in 256/5 and in 254/3, 7 men of Hip- 
pothontis who served both in 178/7 and in a year shortly after
wards, and 5 men of Hippothontis who served both in 178/7 and 
in some other year” (Rhodes (1980) 193 n. 9). The evidence sug
gests that the Athenians had abandoned the requirement that a 
boni eûtes could be epistates ton prytaneon only once in his life 
along with the requirement that a bouleutes could serve only 
twice.

Re (4). In principle, every citizen over thirty was entitled to 
serve twice on the boule, but how many did serve twice? Some 
historians have contested my view that no more than ca. 100 of 
the seats in the boule can have been filled by citizens who served 
a second time.36 We cannot, of course, name a precise figure, but 
the rule that no one could be epistates ton prytaneon more than 
once in his life3 puts a limit to the number of councillors who 
actually availed themselves of the possibility to serve a second 
time. The Attic year had 354 days but in the course of nineteen 
years there would be seven intercalary years of 384 days. It fol
lows that, on average, 365 councillors who served their first term 
would be epistates ton prytaneon in the course of the year. So if 
all citizens served a second term as well, three out of four would 
be prevented from serving as epistates ton prytaneon during their 
second term. To run the council constitutionally in an ordinary 
year of 354 days there would have to be a minimum of 300 first- 
year councillors. If the remaining 200 were all serving their 
second term, some 50 would, on average, be eligible for the post 
as epistates ton prytaneon and it would be possible to run the 
council constitutionally, but only in an ordinary year. In an inter
calary year there would have to be some 350 first-year council
lors as against some 150 second-year councillors, of whom, on 
average, 37 would not have served as epistates ton prytaneon 
during their first term. Now, we can be pretty certain that the 
Athenians did not make all these calculations and, since the 
selection of councillors was made by sortition, they could not 
control - if they had wanted to - that second-year councillors 
constituted a maximum of ca. 3/io of the total. The system must 
have worked simply because there were so few who served twice 
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that the problem never arose. The inference is that, in any year, 
there cannot have been more than ca. 100 second year council
lors.

In 1980-84 Peter Rhodes studied the prosopographical evi
dence for citizens who are attested as having served twice, and he 
concluded that very few did, since altogether no more than 2% 
are attested in the numerous bouleutic inscriptions we have pre
served.38 Studying the same material and concentrating on the 
inscriptions in which we can expect repetition of the same name, 
I concluded that perhaps as many as ’A of the bouleutai may have 
served a second term, but this much more optimistic conclusion 
is still compatible with the rule that no citizen could serve as 
epistates ton prytaneon more than once in his life.39

Alternatively, one may argue that the Athenians did not care 
and did not control whether a man who was appointed epistates 
ton prytaneon had actually served once before, perhaps 10 or 20 
years earlier. My answer is that no formal check was necessary. If 
any citizen ventured to be appointed for a second time, he ran the 
risk that an enemy would indict him by, e.g., a graphe epista- 
tike,40 or pass on the relevant information to one of those who 
frequently acted as public prosecutors. As in most other aspects 
of politics in Athens, the system of public actions to be brought 
by any citizen would be enough to ensure that the rules for 
appointing an epistates ton prytaneon were, by and large, re
spected without any formal check.41 The inference is that, in any 
year, no more than ca. a fifth of all councillors served their 
second term, and that a quarter is an absolute and not very likely 
maximum.42

On the assumption that the legal requirements were as 
described above and that they were enforced, we can calculate 
the minimum citizen population required to run the council con
stitutionally.43 The calculation is based on the following three 
assumptions: (1) The model population used is Coale and De- 
meny Model West, mortality level 4, growth rate Q.5%.44 (2) One 
bouleutes out of five served twice, i.e. every year some 400 Athe
nians served their first term and some 100 their second.45 (3) The 
minimum age was 30, and the age distribution of bouleutai who 
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served their first term was the same as that of the whole male 
citizen population over 30,46 i.e. of the 400 who served their first 
term 38% were between 30 and 39, 29% between 40 and 49, 19% 
between 50 and 59 and 14% over 60. To run the council constitu
tionally in accordance with these three assumptions requires a 
minimum of 17,800 adult male citizens (aged 18 or more).47

Thus, from a strictly constitutional point of view it is just pos
sible to run the houle with a total of 21,000 adult male citizens. 
But in addition to the qualifications discussed above there were 
economic and geographical factors which affected the minimum 
number of citizens required to run the houle. ( 1 ) As to wealth, the 
members of the houle did not constitute a cross-section of the 
population. (2) Each deme was entitled to fill a fixed number of 
seats in the boule, and the bouleutic inscriptions show that virtu
ally all the demes year in and year out did furnish the required 
number of bouleutai. (3) The prosopographical evidence indi
cates that Athenian citizens did not normally serve on the boule 
as soon as they turned thirty. (4) The sending out of thousands of 
klerouchs in the mid-fourth century reduced the available 
number of citizens fit for service in the boule.

Re (1). According to the letter of the law, councillors were 
magistrates {arc ha and had to belong to one of the upper three 
Solonian census classes.49 But in the fourth century the law had 
become a dead letter and even thetes were allowed to serve as 
tamiai tes Athenas although these treasurers officially were 
selected from among the pentakosioimedimnoi?° In fact, if there 
were no more than 21,000 adult male citizens, almost every 
citizen over thirty must have served on the boule at least once. 
Thus, the social composition of the boule must have been exactly 
the same as for the entire citizen population. But the prosopo
graphical evidence suggests that the social composition of the 
boule was top-heavy, and that men from families with trierarchic 
fortunes served in more than their due proportion. For this issue I 
refer to what I wrote in Demography and Democracy 58-60.

Re (2). It is unbelievable that, in the fourth century, every 
deme had a population that matched its bouleutic quota to perfec
tion. That may have been the case when the bouleutic quotas 
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were introduced, perhaps already in the late sixth century. If - as 
is commonly believed - they were not revised until 307/6,51 a 
significant discrepancy between population and bouleutic quota 
must have developed in the course of two centuries during which 
Athens experienced dramatic expansions and contractions of its 
population. Nevertheless, the epigraphical evidence shows that 
in the second half of the fourth century all demes - apart from a 
few of the smallest - still provided the number of bouleutai 
assigned to the deme.

If the population of the demes did not match the bouleutic 
quotas any longer but, nevertheless, almost all demes could still 
supply the required number of bouleutai, the inference is that 
every deme must have had a number of citizens which was large 
enough to provide the required number of bouleutai and that 
many demes must have had a smaller or larger population in 
excess of the minimum required to fill its bouleutic quota. With a 
total of 31,000 citizens the average number of citizens per seat in 
the boule would be 62; with 21,000 citizens it would be 42. The 
inescapable variations in the relation between bouleutic quota 
and number of demotai can be illustrated by a study of two of the 
demes, one larger and one smaller than the average.

(a). Halai Aixonides belonged to the tribe of Kekropis and had 
six seats in the boule,51 i.e. an average population of 375 adult 
male citizens if there were a total of 31,000 as against 250 if 
there were 21,000. Of these ca. 12 and 8, respectively, would turn 
eighteen in the course of a year and be enrolled in the deme as 
citizens. At the ages of 30 and 40 ca. 10 and 8 would still be alive 
if there was a total of 31,000 citizens, ca. 7 and 5 if the total was 
21,000. The ephebic inscriptions of Kekropis testify to a total of 
36 or perhaps 37 ephebes from Halai in the years 334/3, 333/2 
and, perhaps, 332/1, i.e. an average of 12 per year. Thus, with 
31,000 citizens, Halai was indisputably one of the demes which 
had a significantly higher population than necessary to supply 7 
bouleutai, especially if we take into account that far from all the 
young citizens served as ephebes. With 21,000 citizens the deme 
would still have no difficulty in filling its bouleutic quota, but, on 
the other hand, we have to face the problem that more served as 
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ephebes (12 per year) than the demographically expected number 
of nineteen-year-olds (8 per year). That Halai was a relatively 
overpopulated deme is apparent too from the reform of 307/6 by 
which Halai was one of the demes that got four extra seats in the 
new Council of Six Hundred.

(b). Halimous belonged to the tribe of Hippothontis and had 
three seats in the boule, corresponding to an average population 
of 186 adult male citizens if there were a total of 31,000 citizens, 
as against 126 if there were 21,000. According to the speaker of 
Dem. 57, however, the total number of Halimousioi in 346/5 was 
ca. 85. The speaker says he was the sixtieth to be voted on in the 
diapsephismos conducted by the deme (Dem. 57.10) and that no 
more than twenty were still left to be voted on in a meeting con
vened on the following day (Dem. 57.15). If Euxitheos is telling 
the truth, the Halimousioi would hardly be able to fill the deme’s 
bouleutic quota. Of 85 demotai an average of 2.8 would be 
inscribed in the deme every year and of them no more 2.3 would 
survive to the age of thirty and 1.8 to the age of forty. Thus, the 
deme could fill its bouleutic quota of 3 only if all Halimousioi 
surviving to the age of thirty served on the boule as soon as they 
turned 30 and if half of them served a second time.53 Yet, no less 
than three bouleutic inscriptions testify to three bouleutai from 
Halimous.54 In this case social pressure must have been neces
sary.

The above calculation, however, rests on the supposition that 
the speaker is telling the truth, and that can be questioned. He 
claims that when, late in the day, it was his turn to be voted on, no 
more than 30 demotai were present, but over 60 votes were cast 
against him and that each voted twice or even three times.55 All 
his friends and relatives had left. To confirm his account of what 
happened, he has to ask some of those who actually voted against 
him to come forward as witnesses but they have refused on oath 
to testify.56 Are we really to believe that not one single honest 
Halimousios was left when the vote on the speaker was taken? I 
fear that the explanation is rather that Euxitheos is simply mis
representing what happened during the diapsephismos, and 
since, as I have argued, it is in his interest to minimise the total
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number of Halimousioi, we simply cannot trust his total of a 
maximum of 85 demotai. There can be no doubt, however, that 
Halimous was one of the “underpopulated” demes, and that is 
confirmed by the list of ephebes of Hippothontis of 324/3 in 
which not one single Halimousios is to be found in spite of the 
fact that it is the longest of the preserved ephebic lists.

I conclude that almost all demes - except two or three of the 
smallest - must have had a number of citizens over thirty which 
was so large that the deme could provide the stipulated number 
of bouleutai, and that many demes must have had a sometimes 
smaller and sometimes larger number of citizens in excess of the 
minimum.

Re (3). The age requirement of thirty years did not mean that a 
large number of citizen served their first term soon after they had 
turned thirty.57 A study of Athenians who were politically active 
in the period 403-32258 provides us with the exact or approxi
mate age of altogether 38 bouleutai, of whom 6 (= 16%) are 
attested as having served twice.59 Taking all the 44 councillor
ships together, the mean age of the councillors is 45 years, the 
median is 44 years and, if we divide the councillorships into five- 
year groups, the mode is 40-44 years. The mean age of those who 
are attested as bouleutai only once plus the first councillorship of 
those who served twice is 44 years, the median is 40 years. When 
they served their second term, the mean age of the six bouleutai 
who served twice is 59 years.

According to the demographic model I use, the age distribution 
of the whole adult male population over 30 is 38% in their thir
ties, 29% in their forties, 19% in their fifties, and 14% over sixty. 
The age distribution of the 38 councillors is 27% in their thirties, 
38% in their forties, 15% in their fifties, and 20% over fifty. 
Compared with the expected age profile of the entire population 
over thirty, the prosopographical material I have studied indi
cates that men over forty were better represented in the boule 
than in the entire population over 30.

Politically active citizens can be expected to have served on 
the boule sooner rather than later and to have served twice more 
often than the average Athenian. An investigation of all attested 
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fourth-century bouleutai is a major task for which I have not yet 
got the time but, as a test case, I have studied the list of diaitetai 
of 325/4 (/G II2 1926). Of 103 arbitrators aged 59 in 325/4, 7 are 
attested as members of the boule, all in the period before the year 
in which they served as arbitrators. The mean age is 45. It must 
be remembered, however, that the prosopographical evidence we 
have for bouleutai is rich after ca. 344 but scarce for the decade 
354-344 and the decade 324-314. Consequently bouleutai 
serving in their thirties and sixties must be underrepresented in 
this material. Nevertheless the inscription testifies to the fact that 
many Athenians served as councillors in their forties and fifties.

Re (4). In the second quarter of the fourth century the Athe
nians sent out an astonishing number of klerouchs.6” A naval 
inscription records klerouchs to be sent to an unknown destina
tion, probably in 370/69. Three contingents were sent to Samos 
in 366/5, 361/0 and 352/1. Poteidaia was conquered in 364/3(?) 
and settled with klerouchs who were probably reinforced by a 
second contingent sent out in 362/1. When Chares destroyed 
Sestos in 353, the whole Chersonesos, apart from Kardia, had to 
accept Athenian klerouchs.61

A fragmentary catalogue of klerouchs to an unknown destina
tion indicates that several hundred were sent out on this occa
sion,62 and one of the contingents sent to Samos is said to have 
involved 2,000 citizens.63 The population of Sestos was partly 
killed, partly enslaved and simply replaced by klerouchs.64 Simi
larly the Samians were expelled and the whole island taken over 
by Athenian citizens.65

We are best informed about the klerouchy on Samos. Two 
large inscriptions of the mid-fourth century provide us with 
information about the identity of over 300 of the Samian kler
ouchs. One is an inventory of the valuables in the temple of Hera 
in which a number of treasurers and councillors are listed.66 The 
other is a roster of all members of the council and some other 
magistrates.67 The roster of the councillors shows that the consti
tution instituted by the Samian klerouchs was a half-size copy of 
the Athenian democracy: nine archons, but five strategoi and a 
council of 250.68 The editors toyed with the idea that the popula- 
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tion of the klerouchy amounted to roughly half of the Athenian 
citizens in Attika.69 That is, in my opinion, impossible,70 but there 
can be no doubt that klerouchs were sent out by the thousand and 
I stand by what I wrote in 1985: “if we focus on Samos and the 
Thracian Chersonesos alone, I believe that a total of 5,000 adult 
male klerouchs sent out between 365 and 351 is a cautious esti
mate”.71

A prosopographical study of the 250 Samian councillors at
tested in the roster of ca. 350 testifies to some mobility among 
the klerouchs: some of them were buried in Samos, but others 
returned to Athens and were buried in Attika. There is no indica
tion that a considerable number of the klerouchs returned before 
the Athenians were expelled from Samos in 321.72 Four of the 
Samian klerouchs are attested as members of the Council of Five 
Hundred in the period ca. 350 to 321;73 but we do not know 
whether they returned to Athens for one year only or had already 
returned to Athens for good when they became councillors. Other 
Samian klerouchs are attested as Athenian arbitrators,74 and they 
had probably returned to Athens for good before the klerouchs 
were expelled.

If the Athenian adult male citizen population in 366 B.C. to
talled no more than ca. 21,000, only some 16,000 can have been 
left in Attika by the mid-fourth century and they were certainly 
too few to man the Council of Five Hundred. It is bad enough to 
have some 5,000 emigrants out of 30,000, i.e. a sixth of the total 
population, and to have about a quarter of all citizens sent out of 
Athens in the 360s and 350s is in my opinion unbelievable.75

2. The Ephebes
In 336/5 the ephebeia was reformed,76 and I agree with Ruschen- 
busch that, at least after the reform, all citizens and not just the 
members of “the hoplite class” were liable to ephebic service.77 
In the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia it is taken for granted that 
all young citizens served as ephebes, and at Lycurg. 1.76 it is 
explicitly stated that all citizens took the ephebic oath when they 
came of age and had been inscribed as citizens.78
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But to be liable to ephebic service is not the same as per
forming ephebic service. Our knowledge about the number of 
ephebes stems from lists of names appended to honorary decrees 
either for ephebes or passed by ephebes or set up by ephebes. 
Now each year each phyle set up its own monument, and we have 
preserved ten lists of names, most of them fragmentary, but eight 
in such a state of preservation that the number of ephebes 
recorded in the inscription is known or can be estimated.

334/3 Kekropis ca. 42 R. no. 2; IG II2 1156; cf. SEG
51.7. RO no. 89.

333/2 Erechtheis ca. 50 R. no. 13; IG II2 2401 and
3105; SEG 39 184-85.79

[333/2 Pand ion is 30-32 R. no. 8; IG II2 2976].80
333/2 Kekropis 52 R. no. 5; SEG 41 107.81
333/2 Hippothontis ca. 34 Unpublished, cf. SEG 38 67.82
333/2 Leontis ca. 44 R. no.9
[332/1 Pandionis ca. 30 R. no. 10].83
332/1? Kekropis 65? SEG 36 155; Agora 15 494.84
330/29? Oineis ca. 56 R. no. 12
324/3 Leontis 62 R. no. 15

The number of ephebes from a phyle ranges from under 40 to 
over 60,85 and it is normally inferred from the evidence we have 
that a year class of ephebes must have numbered ca. 500 per
sons.86

What are the demographic consequences of supposing - with 
Ruschenbush and others - that the total number of a year class of 
ephebes is identical with the cohort of nineteen-year-old citi
zens? In a population like the Athenian a year class of eighteen- 
to nineteen-year-olds constituted ca. 1.9% of all males and ca. 
3.3% of all males from eighteen upwards.87 A year-class of 500 
ephebes would correspond to some 15,000 adult males al
together, and some 11,000 aged 20-49. According to Thucydides 
(2.13.7) Athens had 13,000 hoplites in the field army when its 
population peaked in 431, and I find it unlikely that there were as 
many as 11,000 in the 330s and perhaps even 13,000 in the 320s.
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On the other hand, 500 ephebes per year - corresponding to 
a total of ca. 15,000 citizens — are too few to match Ruschen- 
busch’s preferred number of 21,000 adult male citizens.88 So 
even those who prefer a total of 21,000 citizens in fourth-century 
Athens ought to allow for a considerable number of young Athe
nians who did not serve as ephebes, and - a fortiori - all those 
who prefer a total of ca. 30,000 adult male citizens have to ask 
why so many of the young citizens do not appear in the preserved 
lists.

First, the preserved ephebic inscriptions indicate that it took 
some time for the reform to catch on. On the whole, early lists are 
shorter than later lists, and it can be assumed that a year class of 
ephebes - with variations from phyle to phyle - totalled ca. 450 
to 500 in the first years after the reform but perhaps over 600 a 
decade later.89 But the cohort of eighteen- or nineteen-year olds 
which matched 21,000 is ca. 700, and it is ca. 1,000 if we go for 
a total of 30,000 citizens. So even in the 320s there must have 
been a substantial number of citizens aged eighteen or nineteen 
who did not serve as ephebes or - perhaps - did serve as ephebes 
but were not recorded among those who published the honorary 
decree passed by the boule and the demos. It is a priori reason
able to suppose that all the ephebes participated in the publica
tion of the honours but we have no proof, and registration in the 
ephebic inscriptions of only some of the ephebes could be a pos
sible explanation of the very surprising variations from tribe to 
tribe,90 from deme to deme within the same tribe, and from year 
to year within the same unit, both tribe and deme.

If - after all - we accept to carry on a demographic analysis on 
the basis of estimated averages, we have to infer that a year class 
of 500 nineteen-year-olds is too small to match a total population 
of 21,000 adult male citizens, see supra, and - to be discussed 
now - it is too small too to run the boule.

In 334/3 Kekropis provided a maximum of 42 ephebes, and in 
the following year the number of ephebes from Leontis totalled 
ca. 44. Of 42-44 ephebes aged eighteen, the average number sur
viving to the age of thirty would be ca. 35 and no more than ca. 
28 would still be alive when they reached forty.91 If, every year, 
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each of the phylai had to provide ca. 35-40 who served their first 
time in the boule, some 40 to 42 ephebes would not suffice, not 
even if they all served at the age of thirty. Furthermore, we would 
have to suppose that the bouleutic quota assigned to each of the 
demes matched the population of the deme to perfection; but that 
was far from often the case, as is apparent from a study of the 
number of ephebes from the deme of Xypete.92

We know from the bouleutic inscriptions that Xypete had 
seven seats in the boule and, like all other demes - except a few 
of the smallest - it filled its bouleutic quota and provided 7 
bouleutai annually.93 Xypete belonged to the tribe of Kekropis 
for which we possess no less than three ephebic inscriptions 
which record the ephebes enrolled in 334/3,94 333/295 and, pre
sumably, 332/1.96 The three inscriptions record altogether 10 
ephebes from Xypete, viz 2 in the first year, 5 in the second and 3 
in the third. On average, only 8 or 9 of these would still be alive 
when they turned 30 and became eligible for a seat in the boule, 
i.e. a maximum of 3 per year. To fill the 7 seats in the boule, the 
annual increment of eligible citizens must have been 5, of whom 
2 served twice,97 i.e. a total of 15 in the three-year period. And 
this calculation presupposes that all served on the boule as soon 
as they turned 30 and that no less than 40% of them served twice. 
With an average age of ca. 40 for citizens serving their first term 
in the boule, and about a fifth serving twice, the average number 
of new citizens to be inscribed every year would be 9 and not 3. 
The conclusion is that in the late 330s less than half the young 
Xypetaioi served as ephebes.

How can we explain the discrepancy between the literary and 
the epigraphical sources? By Lykourgos and the author of Ath. 
Pol. we are told that all young Athenians served as ephebes ap
parently for two years during which they were supported by the 
public and received a daily allowance of four obols. But the 
ephebic inscriptions indicate that far from all did serve, and that 
can be inferred from the inscriptions no matter whether one 
prefers a total of 21,000 or 30,000 citizens. The number of 
ephebes ranges from a minimum of ca. 450 to a maximum of ca. 
600. The minimum seems to be the more likely figure in the first 
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years after the reform whereas the maximum may have been 
reached in the course of the 320s. If all young Athenians aged 
eighteen and nineteen did serve as ephebes we should expect a 
year class of ca. 700, if the total number of citizens was ca. 
21,000, and close to 1,000 if the total number was ca. 30,000. 
Who were the young Athenians who did not enrol for the ephe
beia?

First, there must have been a not insignificant number who for 
reasons of health were unfit for military service. I have assumed 
that at least 20 to 25% were not conscripted when the field army 
was called up for a campaign, some because they were unfit, 
some because they were needed elsewhere.9S But this percentage 
applies to Athenians aged from 20 to 50. We can suppose that 
at least 90% of the eighteen-year-olds would be fit to go through 
the ephebeia. Assuming that 10% were exempted from ephebic 
service for reasons of health, the cohort of young Athenians 
inscribed in the demes would be ca. 500 in the first years after the 
reform and perhaps ca. 660 in the 320s.

Since, after all, we have to use the shotgun method, a year 
class of 660 ephebes corresponds to a total of 20,000 adult citi
zens, which is close to a total of 21,000, but, on the other hand, 
we have to admit that in the 330s some 30% of all young Athe
nians and in the 320s still a minimum of 10% obtained full citi
zenship without serving as ephebes? Contrary to what Ruschen- 
busch assumes, serving as an ephebe was not an inescapable con
dition for obtaining citizenship.

So, alternatively, we may return to the view that the ephebeia 
was open to members of the hoplite class only and that all thetes 
were excluded. But 30 year classes of hoplites between 20 and 
49, starting with a year class of ca. 500 at the age of 20, would 
add up to a field army of 11,000, corresponding to a “hoplite 
class” of ca. 15,000, and if, for the 320s, we start with a year 
class of ca. 600 aged 20 we get a field army of ca. 13,000 aged 
between 20 and 49. As mentioned above, I find it unlikely that 
the Athenian field army of hoplites was as strong in the 320s as it 
was in the first year of the Peloponnesian War.

I repeat that, as the evidence stands, the best solution to the 
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problem seems to be that the ephebic service was open to all 
Athenians (as indicated by Lykourgos and the Ath. Pol.) but that 
far from all served. When the eighteen-year-olds had been in
scribed in their demes they probably all took the ephebic oath, 
which was in fact a citizens’ oath as much as an ephebic oath," 
and for the next two years they were technically epheboi, but not 
all of them performed the complete two-year programme, and 
only those who did were listed in the honorary decrees passed by 
demos, houle and phyle. Most of those who served may have 
belonged to what modem historians call the hoplite class. But 
there was no longer a proper “hoplite class” in the fifth-century 
sense. We know from Ath. Pol. that the ephebes were all trained 
both as hoplites and as light-armed, and all ephebes were issued 
with a hoplite shield and spear after the first year. Hence hoplite 
service no longer depended on having sufficient means to buy the 
equipment. All Athenians irrespective of wealth could serve. 
This was, I think, the Athenians’ way of creating a “hoplite 
democracy” in connection with the reform of the ephebeia in 
336.100

No matter whether this explanation of the missing nineteen- 
year-olds among the ephebes is the right one or we have to find a 
different explanation, the conclusion is that the ephebic inscrip
tions cannot be used as evidence for the total number of citizens, 
but by matching some of the lists with what we know about 
bouleutic quotas it can be inferred that a total of 21,000 is too 
small to run the boule.

3. The Number of Citizens 322-307

For the size of the Athenian citizen population in the period 322- 
307 we possess two sources which, in fact, are the cornerstones 
of the view that during the fourth century the number of adult 
male Athenian citizens totalled ca. 21,000 and not ca. 30,000 or 
perhaps even more.

1. In the Autumn of 322 the democracy was abolished and 
replaced by an “ancestral Solonian constitution” which turned 
out to be an oligarchy based on a property census of 2,000 
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drachms. According to Diodoros 18.18.5 the number of full citi
zens after the reform came to 9,000 whereas over 22,000 were 
disfranchised (kÀelouç Ôtopopicov koci ôto/iXtcov). According to 
Plut. Phoc. 28.7 the number of Athenians deprived of full citi
zenship totalled over 12,000 (bnèp popionç koci Ôujxlà.io'üç).

2. At some point during his rule of Athens from 317 to 307 
Demetrios of Phaleron conducted a review (è^ETOcopôç) of the 
population of Attika (tcûv koctoikoovtcdv tî|v ’Attikpv) and 
found that there were 21,000 Athenians, 10,000 metics and 
400,000 slaves ('Aûr|vociovç pèv ôtapopionç npôç toîç /tÀioiç, 
gEToiKovç ôè pvptODç, oîketùdv ôè poptdtôaç p’). The source is 
Athenaios (272C), who quotes an otherwise almost unknown and 
undated historian by the name Ktesikles (FGrHist. 245) fr. 1.

Re (1). One of the main points of Luigi Gallos contribution to 
the Second International Colloquium on Ancient Historical 
Demography is a new interpretation of these two sources and the 
connection between them."11 The first issue is to establish the 
relationship between Diodoros’ and Plutarch’s accounts of the 
demographic effect of the property census of 322. If 9,000 citi
zens were left after the reform, the total number of citizens 
before the reform was 9,000 + 22,000 = 31,000 if we follow 
Diodoros or 9,000 + 12,000 = 21,000 if we prefer Plutarch. Gallo 
agrees with me and many others that Plutarch and Diodoros must 
have used the same source and that the difference between 
12,000 and 22,000 must be due to an error in the transmission of 
the text:"’2 it has always been fashionable to correct Diodoros by 
deleting the first syllable in [SiojpupicDV. Strangely enough, his
torians who prefer Diodoros’ account to that of Plutarch have not 
suggested the opposite emendation, i.e. in Plutarch to read 
<öio>popi«v, although the addition of dm- in Plutarch is as 
easy a conjecture as the omission of the same syllable in 
Diodoros. My conclusion was to reject both Plutarch Phoc. 28.7 
and Diod. 18.18.5 as sources for the number of citizens until we 
have established the true number from other sources.

Gallo (2002) 39 adduces two arguments in support of the view 
that the preferable figure is 12,000 + 9,000 = 21,000 altogether: 
(1) neither source is precise but states that the number of disfran- 
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chised citizens is over 12,000 or 22,000 respectively. (2) The 
total 21,000 is identical with the total of 21,000 Athenians found 
in Demetrios’ population census of 317-307. In Gallo’s opinion 
the only possible explanation is that the common source used by 
Diodoros and Plutarch reported the number of citizens under the 
oligarchical constitution but did not know the number of citizens 
disfranchised in 322. Instead he used the information he had 
about Demetrios’ census and deduced that the number of disfran
chised citizens must have been over 21,000 minus 9,000 = over 
12,000 disfranchised Athenians. It follows that it is Plutarch who 
reports the correct figure but also - as duly emphasised by Gallo 
- that we do not know how many citizens there were in 322 
before the reform. The 21,000 obtained by adding up 9,000 and 
12,000 are, in fact, yet another source for the 21,000 counted by 
Demetrios of Phaleron and the figure does not provide us with 
any information about the total number of citizens in 322.

I do not think that Gallo’s line of argument is the only possible 
explanation - I have little doubt that other interpretations will be 
suggested in future studies - but Gallo does provide a very per
suasive clue to a problem noted already by Beloch, who found it 
rather suspicious that the total number of citizens could be the 
same in 322 and in the period 317-307, given the major migra
tions of Athenians attested in the period 322-3 17.104 As the evi
dence stands, I find Gallo’s explanation convincing but note too 
that one of the two cornerstones of the total of 21,000 Athenian 
citizens in the fourth century has vanished. We are left with De
metrios of Phaleron’s census.

Re (2). In Demography and Democracy and again in my 1994 
article I suggested that what Demetrios of Phaleron organised 
was not a census of all citizens but a review of citizens of mil
itary age and fit for military service.1"5 I argued that the count is 
called an è^ETaopoç and that this term indicates that it was a mil
itary review and not a population census. I adduced some 30 pas
sages in which the meaning is “military review”, not “population 
census”.106 Gallo (1991) 374 contested my observation and in 
note 24 he listed 32 passages from various authors in which the 
meaning of È^eTaopoç and ègETaoiç is not “rassegna militare” 
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but “esame” or “verifica”.107 Now, I have never contested that 
èS,ETa<5)j6ç and èÇÉTaotç can mean “examination” or “investiga
tion” and can signify an examination of, e.g., a person’s character 
or a philosophical problem vel sim.uw My point is that whenever 
these two terms are found in a demographic context in connec
tion with a count of a group of persons, the sense seems invari
ably to be a “review”, “muster” or “roll-call”, and almost invari
ably in connection with a military review of some kind. There
fore, Gallo’s list of attestations of the broader meaning is, strictly 
speaking, irrelevant. But, I have to admit, there is one source in 
which the “review” is not of soldiers but of citizens, viz. the 
examination conducted in 346 of all Athenian citizens in all the 
demes."’9 The technical term found in contemporary sources is 
öioc\pr|(picr prog or ôia\|/f](pioiç' but in Dion. Hal. the term used is 
ÈÇÉTaotç.111 As is apparent from the context, the examination is 
still a review or roll-call, viz. of the demotai in all the 139 demes. 
Now, in the literal sense to make a review of all who lived in 
Attika would be impossible, whereas a review of those of mili
tary age and fit for military service was a feasible undertaking. 
But it cannot be ruled out that the exetasmos under Demetrios - 
like the diapsephisis in 346 - was a review of all citizens and 
metics conducted locally in all the 139 demes, and that is, in fact, 
what Gallo believes.112 He connects the census with Demetrios’ 
introduction of a property census of 1,000 drachms and, accord
ingly, suggests that the population census was conducted in 
317/6 in connection with Demetrios’ accession to power.113

Assuming that we do have a total of 21,000 adult male Athe
nians in 317, what can we infer from that about the number of 
citizens in the period before the abolition of democracy in 322/1? 
Not necessarily very much, I fear, because in the years 322-317 
the Athenian population was affected by major migrations.

The Athenian klerouchs on Samos, undoubtedly several thou
sand, were expelled in 322/1 when the island was given back to 
the Samians who had spent 43 years in exile, most of them set
tled in Anaia on the coast of Asia Minor.114 Some of the Kle
rouchs returned to Athens, e.g., Epikouros and his father Neok- 
les,115 but others seem to have stayed on.116
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Conversely, according to Diodoros all the citizens disfran
chised in 322 were settled in Thrace (we do not know where) on 
land given to them by Antipatros; according to Plutarch only 
some of them were relocated, while others stayed on in Athens. 
Since, accepting Gallo’s interpretation, we do not know the 
number of disfranchised citizens, we do not know the number of 
relocated citizens either. But the Greeks were used to synoikis- 
moi, dioikismoi or metoikismoi that affected four-digit and some
times five-digit numbers of persons. Relocations of thousands of 
citizens was the order of the day especially in troubled periods, 
and the years after the death of Alexander the Great was a period 
of unrest. It is perfectly possible that over 10,000 Athenians were 
in fact sent to Thrace in 322. We do not know. Some of them 
returned in 318 in connection with the réintroduction of the 
democracy." Again, we do not know how many. I still stand by 
what I wrote in 1985: “In the period 322-318 the vast population 
movements defy calculation”,118 and we have a choice between 
two scenarios:

(a) If Demetrios’ census was a military review of 21.000 Athe
nians corresponding to a total of ca. 29,000 we have to assume 
that, in the end, the relocations did not affect the total number of 
Athenians radically. It was still ca. 30,000 as it had been before 
the abolition of the democracy. The return of Samian klerouchs 
must have resulted in an increase in the number of citizens, and 
many of those who had moved to Thrace in 322 must have 
returned in 318.

(b) Assuming a total of 21,000 Athenians in 317, we may have 
a similar scenario: an immigration of klerouchs from Samos was 
offset by the emigration of those who had been sent to Thrace in 
322 and did not return in 318. But, alternatively, it cannot be 
excluded that the relocation in 322 had affected a five-digit 
number of families, as stated by Diodoros, and that most of them 
were still in Thrace in 317. Similarly, the Samian klerouchs were 
expelled in 322/1 but only some of them had returned to Athens. 
In that case a total of ca. 30,000 Athenians before 322 was 
reduced to a total of ca. 21,000 in 317.

So the interpretation of the exetasmos as a population census is 
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compatible with both views: that the total number of adult male 
citizens in 322 was ca. 30,000 and that it was ca. 20,000.

To conclude: Dionysios of Halikarnassos’ use of the term exe- 
tasis to describe the diapsephismos in 346 makes it possible that 
the exetasmos conducted by Demetrios of Phaleron was a popu
lation census rather than a military review, but it does not decide 
the issue. The purpose of Demetrios’ census may still have been 
to obtain exact information about the military resources of 
Athens, as was the case in Megalopolis in 318 and on Rhodes in 
305.119 In a demographic context an exetasmos or exetasis is 
always a review, and almost always a review of those liable to 
military service, in which case the total number of adult Athe
nians in the decade 317-307 seems to have been ca. 29,000. If, on 
the other hand, the 21,000 actually counted by Demetrios were 
all the adult male Athenians, we are still ignorant of the number 
of Athenians before the reform of 322 because we are ignorant of 
the number of Athenians affected by the migrations in the years 
322-317.

4. The Carrying Capacity of Attika and 
the Import of Grain

A different line of argument which I have not pursued before in 
this context is to look at the carrying capacity of Attika and the 
import of grain into Athens. Numerous recent investigations 
have adjusted earlier more pessimistic assessments of the num
ber of persons Attika could sustain: the percentage of arable land 
was larger than previously assumed (35-40% rather than just 
20%), more intensive forms of cultivation might result in higher 
yields per ha, and conversely, the average amount of grain con
sumed by a person in a year was lower than once believed (some 
200 kg per year or perhaps even less, instead of ca. 230 kg per 
year). It is Peter Garnsey who in 1985 questioned the then ortho
dox view advanced by Jardé in 1925.120 He suggested that Attika 
may have sustained as many as ca. 130,000 persons instead of 
the ca. 80,000 calculated by Jardé.'21 In the following years Os
borne argued in favour of an even higher carrying capacity and 
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suggested that “the whole Athenian population [ca. 150,000 per
sons] could have been supported from the territory of Attika 
itself alone”,122 while Sallares preferred a slightly lower number, 
namely between 84,000 and 124,000.123 One new piece of infor
mation provided by the Athenian Grain Tax Law of 374/3 is the 
weight of wheat and barley, and for both cereals the figures are 
lower than those conjectured by Gamsey.124 In a forthcoming 
study Alfonso Moreno will present a critical survey of the whole 
issue and argue, in my opinion persuasively, that Attika could 
sustain between 52,000 and 106,000 people and that a figure in 
the upper end of the range seems preferable.12,1

Now, if we assume that, in the second half of the fourth cen
tury B.C., there were 21,000 adult male citizens corresponding to 
a total of ca. 150,000 persons,126 the Athenians would need to 
import grain to feed no more than ca. 50,000 persons, and this 
low figure is incompatible with what we know about the massive 
import of grain into Athens.127 In the Leptines speech Demos
thenes claims that the annual import from the Bosporan King
dom amounted to 400,000 medimnoi.'2* One may question De
mosthenes’ contention that the grain imported from the Pontic 
region constituted about half the total Athenian import of grain. 
But the 400,000 medimnoi imported from the Bosporan kingdom 
come from the accounts kept by the sitophylakes and could easily 
be checked.129 The grain grown in the Crimea was mostly wheat 
(triticuiri)™0 and 400,000 medimnoi of wheat was enough to sus
tain a population of ca. 75,000 persons of both sexes and all 
ages.1'

That Demosthenes is not exaggerating is indicated by another 
source from the same period. The incident that triggered the war 
between Athens and Macedon in 340 was Philip’s capture near 
Hieron of the grain Beet on its way from the Bosporos to 
Athens.132 According to Theopompos, Philip seized 180 ships. If 
these ships carried an average of 3,000 medimnoi of grain, the 
total amount of grain seized by Philip came to 540,000 medim-

• 133not.
The grain grown in Attika supplemented with the grain im

ported from the Bosporan Kingdom would be more than enough 
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to sustain a population of ca. 150,000 persons, and in addition to 
what they imported from the Pontic region the Athenians shipped 
grain to Athens from their possessions in the Aegean (Skyros, 
Lemnos and Imbros),134 from Libya, from Sicily and from the 
Adriatic.135 To quantify these imports is impossible but the 
numerous sources we possess show that very large quantities 
were involved. Adding these imports to the grain grown in Attika 
and imported from the Bosporan Kingdom, I infer that the resi
dent population of Attika in the third quarter of the fourth century 
must have totalled at least 200,000 and perhaps many more,136 
and a further inference is that the number of adult male citizens 
must have been 30,000 or more137 rather than just 21,000.

Appendix 1
The Age of Bouleutai (Addenda to Hansen 

(1985) 80-82
’AZe^ipoc/oç Xapivoi) nf]Zr|£, (PA 545), bom before 401 (ca. 
405?), bouleutes in 371/0 (Hesperia 47 (1978) 90/91 line 54), 
aged 30-35? (moves decree in 347/6, Aeschin. 2.83, 85).

'Ap/iaç AKEOTOpîôoo XoXotpyeuç (PA 2481, APF), syntrierarch 
in the 330s (IG II2 1624.93-4), bouleutes in 356/5 (Dem. 22.40), 
aged 30-40.

’Epjieôoç ’Of|f>Ev (PA 4696a), envoy 361/0 (IG II2 175.2-3), 
bouleutes 328/7 (Agora XV 49.13), aged 55+.

OeoÇoTÎÔpç 'AØpovEoq (PA 6913 + 6914, APF), born ca. 450 (by 
the turn of the century he had two grown-up sons, cf. APF 222- 
3), bouleutes in 403/2 (SEG 28 46), aged 45+.

Meiôiocç Kricpujoôcûpou 'Avayupàoioç (PA 9719, APF), bouleu
tes in 348/7 (Dem. 21.111, 116, 161), aged ca. 50 (Dem. 21.154).

riepîocvôpoç rioZoapdcToo XoZapycrx; (PA 77800, APF, 464 E) 
born ca. 405 (APF 464 E), moves IG II2 112, a non-probouleu- 
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matic decree (Rhodes, boule 68-9, 75, 76, 77n4, 81n6, Tod 144), 
but probably being a member of the boule (cf. the enactment for
mula), aged 40+.

nf)ppocvÔpoç 'AvoapAucmog (PA 12496), addresses the assembly 
in 347/6 (Aeschin. 1.84) and is still alive in 330 (Aeschin. 3.180), 
bouleutes in 378/7 (IG II2 44.7), aged ca. 30.

Tocvpéocç nu0oKÀ,éouç riiOeijç (PA 13430), addresses the assem
bly before 324 (Dem. Ep. 3.16), bouleutes in 303/2 (Agora XV 
62.220), aged 42+.

'AÀKtpocxoç [ ]ou Èy Mvpptvoi)TTr|ç (PA 622) add: bouleutes 
in 335/4, aged 53 (Hesperia 61 (1998) 219-21 = SEG 48 101).

- Delete ndcvÔtoç EcûkAeouç éâ, Oïoo, cf. M.H.Hansen, The Athe
nian Ecclesia II (Copenhagen 1989) 68-9.

- What we know about the age of councillors indicates that the 
age distribution of the bouleutai was roughly the same as that of 
the entire citizen population over 30. If there was a difference it 
was that the councillors were, on average, older.

Appendix 2
Diaitetai 32514 Attested as Bouleutai

K.aÀXiTÉAr|ç KuôavTiôrig (PA 8211), diaitetes in 325/4 (IG II2 
1926.28), bouleutes in 336/5 (Agora XV 42.128), aged 48.

NtKTipocTog NiKOKpotTovç 'AAocieuç (PA 10734, APF}, diabetes 
in 325/4 (IG II2 1926.34), bouleutes in 343/2? (Agora XV 36.10), 
aged 41.

AcopoOeoç ©eoôcopou AtopetEnç (PA 4609), diabetes in 325/4 
(IG II2 1926.42), bouleutes in 341/0 (Agora XV 38.71), aged 43.
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Ziétpcxvoç AripoXoo npoßaAioiot; (PA 12892), diaitetes in 325/4 
(IG II2 1926.49), bouleutes in ca. 350-40 (Agora XV 32.59), aged 
ca. 35-45.

NiKÔoTpœuoç npoœcdÀ/cioç (PA 11048-49), diaitetes in 325/4 
(IG II2 1926.76 or 77), bouleutes in 336/5 (Agora XV 42.324), 
aged 48.

OiÀoKpocTriç nôpioç (PA 14627, AP Ff diaitetes in 325/4 (IG II2 
1926.86), bouleutes in 336/5 (Agora XV 42.282), aged 48.

'Ap/éÔripoç Oeiôtdôou AtyiAtenç (PA 2318), diaitetes in 325/4 
(IG II2 1926.168), bouleutes in 334/3 (Agora XV 44.31), aged 
50.
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101. Gallo (2002) 34-39.
102. Gallo (2002) 39.
103. Hansen (1985) 28-29 and 67.
104. Beloch (1886) 57-58 and Gomme (1933) 18, both suggesting the 

same explanation as that offered by Gallo, cf. Hansen ( 1985) 34- 
35.

105. Hansen (1985) 33-34; (1994) 302.
106. Hansen (1985) 98 note 106. The examples cover both the term 

è^eTocopoç and the term e^etocok;, often used synonymously with 
èâ,ETa<jpoç.

107. Gallo (1991) does not exist in any of the libraries to which I have 
access, but Prof. Maurilio Felici of “La Sapienza” in Rome kindly 
provided me with a copy.

108. I would like here to apologise for not having been more explicit in 
my earlier publications about this broader meaning of the terms 
èçÉTaotç and ÈÇETaopoç, which in this context is irrelevant.

109. Mentioned in Hansen (1994) 302 n. 21, discussed in Gallo (1991) 
375.

110. Harp. s.v. ôtoo|/f](pioiç (A 50); schol. Aeschin. 1.77; hypoth. Dem. 
57; Aeschin. 1.77, 86, 114; 2.182; Dem. 57. 7, 9, 15, 26, 27, 60, 
62, 67.

111. Dion. Hal. Isaeus 16; éypdupri yàp ôp xtç imo ræv ’A0r|va(cov 
vôpoç èçÉTaoiv YEvÉoOai ræv koXitcûv Koaå ôppouç ...

112. Gallo (2002) 35.
113. Gallo (2002) 34-38.
114. Diod. 18.18.6 and 9; Diog. Laert. 10.1; IG XII.6 43.8-14.
115. Diog. Laert. 10.1.
116. Shipley (1987) 142: “If the parallels between clerouchs’ and 

Samian names show anything, they may show that numbers of 
Athenians stayed on after the end of the cleruchy in 322” and 305: 
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[the onomastic evidence] “tends to confirm that very few cler- 
ouchs were former Samians but that many clerouchs stayed on 
after 322”. See also Cargill (1995) 39.

117. Plut. Phoc. 33.2; Diod. 18. 66.4 and 6.
118. Hansen (1985) 69.
119. In Megalopolis in 318 the defensive strength was found to be 

15,000 politai, xenoi and douloi (Diod. 18.70.1): tcuv Se koZitcov 
Kai ^évœv Kai ôouXcov àptOpov 7cotr|odpEvoi pvpiooç Kai kev- 
TaKto/iÀiouç Evpov toùç ôüvapévovç 7tap£XÊ(50ai xàç koXe- 
piKaç xpEiaç. In Rhodes in 305 the defensive force amounted to 
6,000 politai plus 1,000 paroikoi and xenoi (Diod. 20.84.1-3): 
àptOpov ÔÈ TtotpodpEVOi tcûv ôvvapévœv àyœvi^EoOat 7ioÀiTœv 
pèv EÛpOV TtEpi É^aKlG/l/aOUÇ, TÔJV ÔÈ KapOlKCOV Kai ^ÉVCÙV EÎÇ 
XtXioDÇ. È\|/pq)ic>avTo ôè Kai rœv ôovXœv toÙç àvôpaç àyaOoùç 
yEvopÉvovç êv toîç kivÔuvoiç àyopàoavTaç 7iapà tôv ôecüiotcûv 
ÈÀ,Ev0Epovv Kai 7ioÀitooç EÎvat.

120. Gamsey (1985) reprinted in 1998 with an addendum by W. 
Scheidel; Garnsey (1988). For a recent defence of Jardé’s lower 
figures, see Isager and Skydsgaard ( 1992) 108-14.

121. Gamsey ( 1998) 204 assumes that 17.5% of Attika was under grain 
every year (biennial fallow), that the ratio between barley and 
wheat was ca. 4 : 1, and that the yield per ha was ca. 625 kg of 
wheat and ca. 770 kg of barley. The annual consumption is esti
mated at ca 175 kg per person and the result is that Attika could 
sustain a population of ca. 130,000 (Garnsey (1998) 193). How
ever, the information in the new Grain Tax Law about the weight 
of wheat and barley (infra n. 124) shows that an annual consump
tion per person of 175 kg is too optimistic (infra n. 125).

122. Osborne (1987) 40, 99.
123. Sallares (1991) 79.
124. Gamsey (1998) 193 assumes that one litre of wheat and barley 

weighed 772 g and 643 g, respectively. The new inscription (SEG 
48 96.21-25) shows that the weight was ca. 600 g and ca. 500 g, 
respectively, cf. Stroud (1998) 55.

125. Moreno (forthcoming) assumes that 35-40% of Attika was cul
tivable and, with biennial fallow, that ca. 17.5-20% were actually 
cultivated every year. The ratio between barley and wheat was 4 : 
1. The total production was between 11,000 and 23,000 tons, and 
in normal years probably over 20,000. The annual consumption 
per person was ca. 215 kg (barley and wheat combined in the ratio 
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4:1) The result is that Attika in normal years could sustain a pop
ulation of ca. 100,000 and had a carrying capacity (persons/knr) 
of just over 40.

126. A fourth-century total population of 150,000 is assumed by 
Osborne (1987) 46; Garnsey (1988) 90; Sallares (1991) 60. - 
21,000 adult male citizens (18-80+) correspond to 36,600 male 
citizens of all ages and 73,200 citizens of both sexes and all ages 
(cf. Hansen (1985) 12). If we add some 30,000 metics the total 
number of free persons comes to 103,200 persons and - assuming 
a ratio between free and slaves of ca. 2 : 1 - the total population of 
Attika amounts to ca. 150,000.

127. Isagerand Hansen (1975) 19-29; Whitby (1998) 118-27.
128. Dem. 20.32.
129. Demosthenes wants to stress the importance of the Bosporan 

Kingdom to Athens; therefore his claim that the 400,000 med
imnoi constituted half the imported grain is probably an exagger
ation. But, conversely, it is in his interest to minimise the import
ance of imports from other places (Whitby (1998) 123). So the 
import from Sicily, Egypt, the Adriatic and other places may in 
fact have surpassed the import from the Bosporan Kingdom 
(Gomme (1933) 32-33). It is also worth noting that the 400,000 
medimnoi come from the Bosporan Kingdom but it is imports 
from the Pontos which constitute half the Athenian import of 
grain. Grain imported from the other cities along the coast of the 
Pontos is not mentioned. Thus if one were to take Demosthenes at 
his word, the total import of grain into Athens would be 2 x 
(400,000 + x) medimnoi (Isager & Hansen (1975) 19; Whitby 
(1998) 123).

130. Tsetskhladze (1998) 62.
131. One medimnos of dried barley or 5 hekteis of dried wheat weighed 

one talent = 26.2 kg (SEG 48 96.21-25). Thus 400,000 medimnoi 
of mainly wheat must have weighed ca. 12 million kg. Assuming 
an average per capita consumption rate of ca. 160 kg wheat, a total 
of 400,000 medimnoi of wheat were enough to sustain a popula
tion of ca. 75,000.

132. Theopompos (FGrHist 115) fr. 292: a total of 180 ships; Philo- 
choros (FGrHist. 328) fr. 162: a total of 230 ships.

133. Whitby (1998) 124-25. Theopompos reports that Philip gained 
700 talents from the sale of the grain. In the mid-fourth century the 
retail price of a medimnos of wheat was ca. 5-6 drachms (Zimmer- 
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mann (1974) 101-2; Isager and Hansen (1975) 200 n. 3) and 700 
talents corresponds to a sale of ca. 700,000 medimnoi.

134. Stroud (1998) 37.
135. Isager and Hansen ( 1975) 19-29; Whitby ( 1998) 1 18-27.
136. In (1988) 12 I suggested a fourth-century total of 200,000- 

250,000. Whitby (1998) 109-14 assesses the total population in 
the mid-fourth century at 250,000-300,000.

137. 31,000 adult male citizens (18-80+) correspond to 54,000 male 
citizens of all ages and 108,000 citizens of both sexes and all ages. 
If we add some 30,000 metics the total number of free persons 
comes to ca. 140,000 persons and - assuming a ratio between free 
and slaves of ca. 2 : 1 - the total population of Attika amounts to 
ca. 210,000.
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III. An Eretrian List of Citizens Inscribed 
ca. 290 B.C.

From a demographic point of view Eretria’s citizen population 
ca. 290 B.C. is the best known of all polis populations of all 
periods. The reason is that the Eretrians had all the names of their 
full citizens inscribed on large stelai and that an unusually large 
part of these stelai are preserved. Furthermore, the stelai record 
the full name of the citizens. The citizenry of Eretria was organ
ised into six phylai, each subdivided into a number of demes.1 
Eretria was one of the few poleis that regularly recorded a cit
izen’s demotic.2 Therefore, for each and every citizen recorded in 
the preserved lists we know his name, his patronymic, his 
demotic and thereby the phyle to which he belonged.

It is pretty certain that the lists do not include all male citizens 
from the cradle to the grave. They are lists of adult male citizens 
only. But we do not know whether they record citizens from 
when they came of age at 18 or 20 and to the end of their lives. 
Or, perhaps, whether they record citizens of military age and fit 
for military service. However, a close analysis of the names may 
allow us to make a choice between these possibilities. And that is 
what I intend to do in this study.

My investigation involves the use of demographic models, and 
the model I prefer is the one 1 have used before, vzz., Coale & 
Demeny (1966) Model West, males, mortality level 4.3 Let me 
add that this investigation is conducted by the shotgun method.4 
Conclusions have to be presented as rough approximations 
within a minimum and a maximum, not as precise figures, and 
therefore I might equally well have used mortality level 3 or 5. 
On the other hand, it does make a difference whether one as
sumes that the Eretrian citizen population in the late fourth cen
tury was growing or stationary or declining. I think the evidence 
of the rosters indicates a declining population but to substantiate 
this view I have to make a series of calculations: one assuming 
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that there was a population growth of 0.5% per year, one as
suming a stationary population, and one assuming a population 
decline of 0.5% per year.5

The Eretrian material at our disposal consists of (a) the lists of 
adult male citizens recorded phyle by phyle, (b) a few lists of 
ephebes coming from one phyle, (c) a scatter of names from 
decrees, dedications and tombstones which occasionally can 
shed more light on some of the citizens attested in the lists of 
citizens and ephebes. The tombstones are not very helpful 
because they record just the name of the deceased without 
patronymic and demotic. Some of the decrees, on the other hand, 
are important, especially when it comes to dating the lists of 
ephebes and citizens.

The lists of citizens we have preserved all belong in, roughly, 
the same period, vzz. late fourth century to early third century,6 
but they belong to different series and were undoubtedly 
inscribed in different years. We can distinguish between an ear
lier and a later way of recording the names. In the older series the 
citizens are divided into phylai and further subdivided into 
demoi. There is one opisthographic stele for each phyle and the 
demoi appear as headings under which are listed the names and 
patronymics of the citizens belonging to that demos. In the later 
series the citizens are also divided into phylai with one opistho
graphic stele for each phyle but there is no subdivision into 
demoi. All citizens belonging to the same phyle are listed hap
hazardly on the stone and identified by name, patronymic and an 
abbreviated form of the demotic.

The evidence for phyle no. 4 indicates that we have fragments 
of four different series: two that follow the earlier style (/G XII.9 
248 and 249) and two inscribed in accordance with the later 
style (/G XII.9 244 and an unpublished fragment, see Knoepfler 
(1997) 398). Some addenda on the left side of IG XII.9 249 are 
inscribed in a mixture of the two styles and may belong to a tran
sitional phase.

Of particular interest for a demographic study are three stelai 
which are inscribed in the later style and undoubtedly belong to 
one and the same series. The stelai have the same measurements
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and the same size of letters, viz. height: 1.58 m, width: 0.71-0.72 
m, thickness: 0.12 m, height of letters 0.005 m.8 From this series 
are preserved the stelai of phyle 1 (JG XII.9 245), phyle 2 (/G XII.9 
246), phyle 3 (JG XII.9 247) and phyle 4 (unpublished, see 
Knoepfler (1997) 398). The two former stelai are almost com
pletely preserved and only very few names are missing. Only 
small fragments survive of the two latter stelai. The roster of phyle 
2 includes the Eretrian philosopher Menedemos son of Kleisthenes 
from Aigalea (/G XII.9 246A.66). He returned to Eretria ca. 307/6 
and was exiled in 268/7.9 The stelai must have been inscribed and 
set up in the course of this period of almost 40 years.

A total of over 2,000 persons are registered in the lists of full 
citizens and a further 200 in the ephebic lists. In this paper I shall 
argue that together they constitute at least 50% of all the adult 
male citizens10 in the first decade of the third century B.C.11 A 
full demographic study of Eretria’s population is a neglected but 
very promising topic. Here I shall restrict myself to an investiga
tion of the largest and best preserved of the inscriptions: 1G XII.9 
245, which records almost all full citizens of the first phyle in a 
year shortly after 300 B.C.

IG XII.9 245
The inscription is opisthographic and the names are arranged in 
three columns. The name, patronymic and abbreviated demotic 
of a citizen fills one line and altogether 869 lines are preserved. 
The upper right corner of the stele is broken off but the beginning 
of the first line of the first column is still preserved so that we 
know exactly how many names we have lost. When the stele was 
inscribed, 922 citizens were recorded. A total of 438 names were 
inscribed on the front of the inscription (face A). Of these, 411 
are preserved, but 23 of these are broken names from which the 
demotic is missing,12 in 16 lines both patronymic and demotic are 
lost and in 5 cases only some letters of the name are left. On the 
back of the stele (face B) 484 names were inscribed of which 458 
are preserved, but 16 are broken names from which the name13 
and sometimes the patronymic too are missing.
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So, for our analysis we have 869 names, of which 39 are only 
partly preserved. Since 922 names were inscribed we have a full 
identification of 830 persons = 90% of all the full citizens of 
phyle 1, and a partial identification of a further 4%. In ancient 
onomastics a coverage of 90-94% is unique. But what can be 
deduced from a naked list of names? Not as much as one might 
wish, but the identification of persons by both name and 
patronymic makes it possible to make some inferences about 
family size and about population growth.

1. If a name appears in the nominative but not in the genitive as a 
patronymikon it must denote a person who does not have a 
surviving adult son. Either he has had no sons, or none of his 
sons has yet come of age, or a son who did survive to become 
a full citizen has died before his father.

2. If a name appears as patronymic but not in the nominative we 
can infer that this person has died (on the assumption that the 
roster comprises all adult male citizens over 18 and not just 
adult male citizens of military age, i.e. 18-59, cf. 73-74 infra).

3. If a name appears both in the genitive as patronymikon and in 
the nominative as onoma, there are three possible explana
tions:
(a) The same person is registered both in the nominative as a 

citizen and in the genitive as the father of an adult son who 
also is registered in the nominative as a citizen.

(b) The patronymic denotes a grandfather and the name a 
grandson. In Eretria, as in many other poleis, it was cus
tomary to name a son after one’s father so that grandfather 
and grandson had the same name, see infra.

(c) The name and the patronymic denote homonymous and 
perhaps not even related persons.

Homonymity
As is apparent from the three possibilities suggested re. 3a-c, 
a major problem is how to interpret the numerous attestations 
of homonymity. We must distinguish between three types: (A) 
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among the names in the nominative, (B) among the patronymics, 
and (C) between names and patronymics.

(A) As one would expect there is not one single example of 
two persons having the same name, the same patronymic and the 
same demotic.14 On the other hand, among the 830 different per
sons there are 143 who share their name with one or more other 
persons from the same deme, but have different patronymics. An 
extreme case is the name Paramonos as used in the deme of Dis- 
maros.

Paramonos Dorippou Dism. (A79)
Paramonos Elpinikou Dis. (A397)
Paramonos Hegesandrou Dism. (B86)
Paramonos Kritonos Dism. (Al38)
Paramonos Olbiadou Dism. (A 102)
Paramonos Paramonidou Dis. (A 17)
Paramonos Theagou Dism. (A214)

Here we have seven different citizens with the same name but 
distinguishable from one another by their patronymic. They may 
be cousins or more distantly related or they may not be related at 
all. Of the 830 persons recorded in the inscription, no less than 
143 have the same name as one or more other persons from the 
same deme. Thus, the overall degree of homonymity is 143 : 830 
= 17.2% = '/6.

(B) . Next, among 835 attested patronymics15 554 are attested 
only once in combination with the same demotic whereas 281 
occur twice or three times or four times within the same deme.16 
In this case the overall degree of homonymity is 281 : 835 = 
33.6% = 'A. The reason for this much higher degree of homo
nymity is, of course, that two or three or sometimes even four 
identical patronymics denote the same person who had two, or 
three or sometimes even four adult sons, e.g.:

Daitodemos Kleonos Dis. (B109)
Klearchos Kleonos Dism. (A363)
Olbiodoros Kleonos Dism. (Bl82)
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In this case one and the same Kleon may be the father of all three 
citizens, but, alternatively, two different citizens may be recorded 
of whom one has two sons. There must, of course, be some 
homonyms among the patronymics just as there are among the 
names. Therefore, we must consider the possibility that the three 
attestations of Kleon as a patronymic denote two or - less likely 
- even three different persons.

(C).  There is a third form of homonymity to take into account: 
some names occur both in the nominative as the onoma and in 
the genitive as patronymikon, e.g.:

Koineus Kallikleou Zar. (A304)
Aristomedes Koineos Zar. (A2I)

Biottos Apolloniou Zar. (A327) 
Kothon Biottou Zare. (Bl98)

Here we have to choose between two possibilities: (a) the same 
person is recorded both in his own right in the nominative and in 
the genitive as the father of another adult citizen, (b) The two dif
ferent forms of the name denote different persons. The person 
recorded in the nominative is certainly alive, the person recorded 
in the genitive may or may not be dead. Again the two persons 
may or may not be related.

Of the two examples cited above the first may be an example 
of (a) and the second of (b). Koineus is a very rare name. These 
two attestations are the only ones to be found in Eretrian inscrip
tions.1 Therefore the presumption is that Koineus is registered 
twice: first as the son of Kallikles and second as the father of 
Aristomedes. Biottos, on the other hand, is a very common name 
in Eretria,18 and Biottos Apolloniou stands a good chance of 
being different from and presumably even unrelated to Biottos, 
the father of Kothon.

A special case of homonymity between name and patronymic 
is made up of no less than 60 occurrences of what I shall call a 
chiastic combination of name and patronymic, i.e. A son of B in 
one line and B son of A in another line.11' One example is:
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Prokies Theokleidou Dism. (A94)
Theokleides Prokleou Dism. (B372)

There are two possible reconstructions of the relationship 
between Prokles and Theokleides:

(a) Proklos A94 is the son of Theokleides who is registered by 
patronymic, but Theokleides is still alive and his name is accord
ingly registered in the nominative at B372. Theokleides B372 is 
the son of Prokles, registered by patronymic at B372. Proklos 
B372 and A94 are grandfather and grandson, and the presump
tion is that Prokles B372 has died. We get the stemma:

Prokles (B372)
Theokleides (B372 = A94)
Prokles (A94)

(b) Alternatively, Theokleides at B372 is the son of Prokles 
who is registered by patronymic, but Prokles B372 is still alive 
and his name is accordingly registered in the nominative at A94. 
Prokles A94 is the son of Theokleides, registered by patronymic 
at A94. Theokleides A94 and B372 are grandfather and 
grandson, and the presumption is that Theokleides A94 has died. 
We get the stemma:

Theokleides (A94)
Prokles (A94 = B372)
Theokleides (B372)

One of these two reconstructions must be right, we do not know 
which,20 but that is of no consequence for the present investiga
tion. We can deduce that of these 60 chiastic combinations of 
name and patronymic, one half = 30 must denote the same 
person, viz. the father, recorded both by name and by patronymic, 
and the other half must denote a grandfather recorded by 
patronymic and his grandson recorded by name. Thus, the 4 x 30 
= 120 names correspond to 3 x 30 = 90 persons.

Exceptionally, the grandfather - probably in his eighties - may 
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still have been alive and then recorded both as name and as 
patronymic. One possible instance is Antiphanes Archeou 
(B252), who may have been the father of Nikophantos 
Antiphanou (B236), who then was the father of Antiphanes 
Nikophantou (A 137). We get the stemma:

Archeas (B252)
Antiphanes (B252 = B 236)
Nikophantos (B236 = A137)
Antiphanes (A 137)

Homonymity among the Patronymics
There are altogether 835 attested occurrences of patronymic with 
demotic,21 but they are distributed on 680 different patronymics. 
Of these, 554 are attested only once whereas 126 are attested 
twice, three times or four times. 100 patronymics are attested 
twice, 23 are attested three times, 3 are attested four times. These 
126 different patronymics count for 281 of the 835 attestations of 
patronymic.

These patronymics must be names of citizens of whom the 
youngest are ca. 48 (younger citizens would not normally have 
an adult son).22 But the patronymics record not only living citi
zens over 48, they also include names of deceased citizens whose 
adult sons are still alive. The sons are citizens aged 18-80+ and 
the fathers are citizens who in ca. 290 would be ca. 48-110+. Of 
these, some aged ca. 48 to ca. 80 would still be alive while 
almost all aged ca. 80 to 110+ would then have died.23

The 554 patronymics attested only once must denote persons 
who, in the year when the stele was inscribed, had got one adult 
son only or, to be precise, one surviving adult son. Of these 
fathers some had died, some were still alive, cf. infra.

On the reasonable assumption that the degree of homonymity 
among the patronymics is the same as among the names in the 
nominative, we can infer that ca. 1/6 of the 835 patronymics = 
140 patronymics denote homonymous citizens. Thus, of the 281 
patronymics attested more than once 140 are names of homony- 
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mous persons, each attested only once as the father of one son, 
whereas the other 141 patronymics attested more than once 
denote citizens who were the father of two or three or perhaps 
even four sons.24

Distinguishing between patronymics attested two, three and 
four times we get the following result. There are 100 patro
nymics attested twice = 200 attestations. On a 1 : 1 distribution 
we get 50 patronymics each recorded twice as the father of two 
sons, and 50 pairs of homonymous persons = 100 persons each 
recorded as the father of one son only. The patronymics attested 
three or four times allow of several possible reconstructions and 
the following is suggested exempli gratia. There are 23 patro
nymics attested three times = 69 attestations. On a ca. 1 : 1 distri
bution we get 35 : 34 attestations, e.g., 9 persons each recorded 
three times as the father of three sons, 4 persons each recorded 
twice as the fathers of two sons, and 34 persons recorded as the 
father of one son only (i.e. 9 + 4 + 34 - 47 persons as against 27 
+ 8 + 34 = 69 attestations). Finally, there are 3 patronymics 
attested four times =12 attestations. On a 1 : 1 distribution we get, 
e.g., 1 recorded four times as the father of four sons, plus one 
recorded three times as the father of 3 sons as against 5 persons 
recorded as the father of one son each (i.e. 1 + 1 + 5 = 7 persons as 
against 4 + 3 + 5 attestations). On this model we get 50 + 13 + 2 = 
65 citizens attested as the father of more than one son, as against 
100 + 34 + 5 = 139 more fathers of one son only and thus to be 
added to the 554 different patronymics attested only once = 693 
persons of the older generation, each the father of one adult son.

The 693 patronymics attested as names of fathers with one son 
and the 65 patronymics attested as names of fathers with two or 
more sons add up to 758 different persons attested by patro
nymic. But these 758 fathers must be compared with the 830 
sons attested in the nominative.

If we suppose that Eretria had a stationary population, there 
must have been 830 citizens too in the fathers’ generation, and 
we can infer that the difference between these 830 citizens 
attested in the nominative and the ca. 758 citizens attested by 
patronymic = 72 persons must indicate the number of citizens of 
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the previous generation who had no (surviving) adult son. Either 
they never had a son, or they had one who had not yet come of 
age, or they had had an adult son who had died when the stele 
was inscribed. Of the citizens who had no adult son inscribed on 
the stele, some were still alive and they must be found among the 
names in the nominative without being attested as fathers too. 
Others had died and were not recorded at all either in the nomi
native or in the genitive. Now, 758 citizens out of 830 constitute 
91%, and 72 citizens constitute 9%, but in ancient populations it 
is implausible that 91% of all citizens over 48 had adult sons 
whereas 9% only had sons under 18 or no sons at all. According 
to a computer simulation of the Roman family, about 67% of all 
men over 45 had one or more living sons of any age.2" So a sta
tionary population at mortality level 4 seems incompatible with 
the evidence of the Eretrian roster. To change the life expectancy 
to mortality level 3 or 5 does not result in any significant change, 
but a change of the growth rate does.

If, instead, we suppose that in this period Eretria’s population 
grew by, on average, 0.5% per year, the 830 citizens recorded in 
ca. 290 correspond to ca. 720 citizens of the previous generation 
ca. 30 years earlier.26 But this calculation is incompatible with 
the evidence of the roster, which indicates a population of ca. 758 
fathers with one or more adult sons. Thus, the roster shows that 
any growth of population in this period is out of the question.

The alternative is to suppose that in this period Eretria’s popu
lation declined by, on average, 0.5% per year. In that case the 830 
citizens attested in ca. 290 correspond to ca. 990 citizens of the 
previous generation ca. 30 years earlier.27 There would in the 
fathers’ generation be ca. 160 citizens without an adult son and 
they must be added to the ca. 758 who had one or more adult 
sons. In this case we shall have 83% of all citizens as fathers of 
adult sons as against 17% who have no son or a son under 18. 
That is still an implausibly high score of fathers with adult sons, 
but there can be little doubt that a declining population provides 
the only possible interpretation of the evidence.

To conclude: Eretria cannot have experienced any population 
growth during the period ca. 320-290. It is also most unlikely 
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that the polis had a stationary population. The evidence of IG 
XII.9 245 points to a declining population. For a possible expla
nation of the still very high percentage of fathers with adult sons, 
see 74-75 infra.

Homonymity between Names and Patronymics 
If - deme by deme — we match names in the nominative with 
patronymics in the genitive we find 164 attestations of corre
spondence between name and patronymic, e.g.:

Aristodemos Xenoklou Dism. (B435)
Ploutarchos Aristodemou Dism. (A47)

In most of these cases the reason for the correspondence must be 
identity: the same person is registered twice, both as a citizen and 
as the father of another citizen. But not all 164 cases testify to 
identity.

(a) As argued above, there are altogether 60 occurrences of a 
chiastic combination of name and patronymic. In 30 cases the 
name denotes a grandson and the patronymic a grandfather. In 
the other 30 cases name and patronymic must denote the same 
person. Thus the number of citizens attested both by name and by 
patronymic drops from 164 to a maximum of 134.

(b) We must assume the same degree of homonymity between 
names in the nominative and in the genitive as attested among 
the names in the nominative, viz. ca. '/ö. It follows that ‘A = 22 of 
the remaining 134 cases of correspondence between name and 
patronymic are attestations of homonymity, not identity.

We are left with 112 different citizens recorded both in the 
nominative and in the genitive as against 758 minus 112 = 646 
citizens attested in the genitive only. The 112 and 646 persons 
are, respectively, surviving and deceased persons of the previous 
generation. Since the persons registered on the stele are citizens 
over 18 (73 infra), and since the average length of a generation is 
ca. 30 years, it follows that these 112 persons must be citizens 
aged 48 or more who are registered as fathers of adult sons but 
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also in their own right as citizens. Thus, all these patronymics 
denote persons who were still alive when the stele was inscribed, 
by contrast with the 646 other patronymics which must denote 
deceased citizens.

As argued above the 835 patronymika recorded on the stele 
probably denote 758 different persons who all had one or more 
adult sons recorded among the citizens. Of these 758 persons, 
646 had died when the stele was inscribed (they are attested only 
as patronymics) whereas 112 were still alive and are attested 
both in the nominative and in the genitive. The proportion of sur
viving citizens aged 48 or more is 1 12 : 758 = 15%.

We must keep in mind, however, that these 758 citizens do not 
constitute the entire citizen population of the previous generation 
identified by patronymics. Some citizens of fathers’ generation 
are missing from the patronymics recorded on the stele, viz., (a) 
names of citizens whose oldest son was still under 18, (b) names 
of citizens whose adult sons had died before their fathers, and (c) 
names of citizens who did not have any son at all. None of these 
citizens would be recorded among the patronymics. Some of 
them would have died when the stele was inscribed, others would 
still be alive and accordingly recorded among the names in the 
nominative but without any corresponding patronymic in the 
genitive, and therefore we cannot spot them by combining names 
with patronymics.

How many citizens of the older generation have disappeared 
without being recorded among the patronymics? If we assume, as 
suggested above, that Eretria’s population was declining by 0.5% 
per year, the previous generation must have numbered ca. 990 
citizens, vzz. some 160 citizens more than the 830 citizens 
recorded in the nominative. The inference is that ca. 990-758 = 
232 adult citizens have left no trace among the patronymics.

Of these 232 “ghost-citizens” some would have died while 
some would still be alive when the stele was inscribed. The total 
number of citizens over 48 and still alive when the stele was 
inscribed must have been higher than the 112 attested both as 
names and as patronymics; but how much higher it was cannot 
be ascertained any longer.
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Who are Recorded in the Roster?
There can be no doubt that the persons recorded in IG XII.9 245 
are adult male citizens, but are all adult male citizens included? 
In one of the older rosters of citizens of phyle 4 we find the 
heading epheboi (IG XII.9 249.B76). On the reasonable assump
tion that the various lists of citizens are from different years but 
drawn up for the same purpose we can infer that IG XII.9 245 
must have included ephebes too and, accordingly, recorded citi
zens from 18 when, probably, they came of age.

In the previous sections I have assumed that the lists include 
all full male citizens from 18 and as long as they lived. But we 
must contemplate the alternative that they are primarily military 
lists and comprise citizens of military age only (18 to 59) and fit 
for military service.28 If so they exclude all citizens over 60 and, 
probably, citizens between 18 and 59 who for reasons of health 
were unfit for military service.

To make a choice between these alternatives we must compare 
the total number of citizens with the number of those who have 
survived to the age of 48 or more (i.e. those who are recorded 
both in the nominative and as patronymics) and then compare the 
ratios we obtain with model life tables which can be presumed to 
fit ancient populations. As argued above, I presume mortality 
level 4 and a negative population growth of 0.5%.

On the assumption that the rosters list citizens between 18 and 
59, the 112 citizens recorded both in the nominative and as 
patronymics must be citizens between 48 and 59. Assuming a 
negative population growth of 0.5%, males from 48 to 59 come 
to 19.6% of adult males aged 18-59 which means that we can 
expect a total of 571 citizens aged 18-59, to match 112 aged 48- 
59. There is a gap between 830 (the citizens whose names are 
still attested on the lists) and 571 (the number of citizens 18-59 to 
be expected if there were 112 citizens aged 48-59). But that gap 
is explained if we assume that there were 50 citizens aged 48-59 
who had no adult sons when the citizen list was inscribed. A total 
of 112 + 50 = 162 citizens aged 48-59 corresponds to a total of 
827 citizens aged 18-59. Of these 162 citizens aged 48-59 some 
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112 = 69% would be fathers of adult sons, whereas 50 = 31% 
were fathers of sons under 18 or without any sons at all.

On the alternative assumption that the rosters list citizens 
between 18 and 80+, we still have 112 citizens recorded both in 
the nominative and as patronymics, i.e. citizens aged 48 or more. 
Assuming a negative population growth of 0.5%, males aged 48 
or more come to 28.9% of all adult males (18-8O+). The number 
of adult males corresponding to 1 12 males aged 48 or more is 
then 388. To reach the attested number of 830 citizens we shall 
have to assume that there were ca. 130 citizens aged 48-80+ who 
had no adult son and, accordingly, are recorded in the roster by 
name only, and not by patronymic too. A total of 112 + 130 = 242 
citizens aged 48 or more corresponds to a total of 837 citizens 
aged 18-8O+. Of these 242 citizens aged 48-80+, some 112 = 
46% were fathers of adult sons, whereas 130 = 54% were fathers 
of sons under 18 or without any sons at all.

To have 69% as fathers of adult sons is most unlikely. To have 
46% is the preferable solution, but even this percentage is too high. 
What is the reason for the very high percentage of citizens over 48 
who had an adult son in ca. 290, i.e. 46% calculated from the 830 
names in the nominative? And. again, what is the reason for the 
very high percentage of fathers who sooner or later had an adult 
son, i.e. 83% calculated from the 835 patronymics (70 supra)?

There is one factor I have not taken into account, namely 
adoption. A citizen who had no male offspring might adopt a son 
who would carry his adopted father’s name as patronymic and be 
a full member of his deme. In the roster, natural and adopted sons 
are indistinguishable. That may be an explanation of the fact that 
so many citizens appear as fathers of adult sons. On the other 
hand, the only person a childless citizen could adopt would be 
another citizen, typically the son of a citizen who had two or 
three sons. So if there were many adopted sons among those re
corded in the roster and if we could spot them, it would reduce 
the attested number of (biological) fathers with one adult son, but 
increase the number of (biological) fathers with two or more 
adult sons. Two observations seem to support such a scenario:

(a) To have a total of 693 fathers of one son as against 65 
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fathers of two or more sons (see 69 supra) seems to be an over
representation of fathers with one son and an underrepresentation 
of fathers with two or more sons; and this observation is valid 
even on the assumption that, in this period, Eretria had a 
declining population.29

(b) In ancient Greek society there was a strong desire to per
petuate family lines, to have male descendants who could take 
care of one in old age and inherit one’s property. To use adoption 
to satisfy that desire would be the obvious course of action in a 
period with declining population.

So as a concomitant of declining population, I suggest that 
adoption was a demographically important factor in Eretria in the 
Early Hellenistic period and that adoption is the explanation of 
the extraordinarily high number of fathers with adult sons, a 
number that cannot be explained by natural procreation alone.

The List of Ephehes from Phyle 1 (SEG 36 799)
In addition to the roster of citizens we have one more source for 
the demography and prosopography of citizens of the first Ere- 
trian phyle in the early Hellenistic period, vzz. an inscription that 
records the ephebes of that phyle in, probably, two consecutive 
years, dated by archon.3^ It is IG XII Suppl. 555 republished with 
corrigenda by F. Cairns in ZPE 64 (1986) 149-58 = SEG 36 799. 
Forty-three names with patronymics are listed in the first year, 
twenty-five only in the second. The distribution among the var
ious demes is as follows.

Zarex 15 9
Teleidai 1 0
Xeniadai 2 0
Dismaros 14 6
Phlieus 9 7
Raphieus 2 0
Karkinous 0 2
Phallas 0 1
Total 43 25
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Large demes such as Zarex, Dismaros and Phlieus are repre
sented in both years; small demes such as Teleidai, Xeniadai and 
Karkinous in one year only. That is what one would expect, but 
the variations from year to year is rather strange, and it is even 
more strange that some rather large demes are missing in both 
years, v/z. Ne(don), Oinoe and Styra, see 79 infra. Admittedly, 
“the stone is broken and cut down at the bottom” but, apparently, 
“little has been lost” and “if anything is lost at the bottom, it is 
only a brief entry for TeZeiÔcov or 'PoccpiEUØEv”, i.e. one or two 
names.31 For the sake of the argument, let us assume that two 
names are lost in the second year. The most likely explanation of 
the variations between the demes is that the Eretrians may not 
have fussed about the exact age of the ephebes: some of the 
middlesized demes may have gathered their ephebes together 
and contributed a contingent every second or third year. If so, the 
young Eretrians may have performed their ephebic service 
between 18 and 21.

Furthermore, the form and content of the ephebic inscription 
may “indicate a two-year structure of some sort in the ephebate at 
Eretria”.32 Therefore, the best we can do is to treat the two years 
together: a total of 68 ephebes plus, possibly, 2 whose names are 
lost served during those two years and that corresponds to a year- 
class of 35 ephebes. In the model population I use for this study, 
men aged 18 (or 19 or 20) constitute 2.8% of all men over 18. A 
year class of 35 ephebes corresponds to a an adult male citizen 
population of ca. 1250 persons, some 330 more than the 922 
attested in the roster of citizens.33 I shall come back to this 
problem infra.

If we turn to prosopography, what can we learn by comparing 
the list of ephebes with the list of citizens? We can start with the 
observation that two of the names in the ephebic list reappear in 
the list of citizens, viz., Archandrides Magalinou Dismarothen 
(SEG 36 799.40 & IG XII.9 245.A224) and Demippos Euphe- 
mou Zarekothen (SEG 36 799.14 & IG XII.9 245.A129). Both 
the name, the patronymic and the demotic is the same. The com
monly accepted view is that homonymity in these two cases sig
nifies identity,34 and it follows that the ephebic list must antedate 
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the list of citizens. But if the ephebic list antedates the citizen list 
by, say, a decade only, we should expect most of the ephebes, and 
not just two, to reappear in the list of citizens. If the list of 
ephebes was inscribed before the list of citizens, the time interval 
must be so great that just two former ephebes were still alive 
when the list of citizens was drawn up. Let us suppose that the 
citizen list was inscribed ca. 290; it follows that the ephebic list 
must have been inscribed ca. 340. In that case it is a reasonable 
assumption that no more than two of the ephebes were still alive 
and both aged ca. 70.

But that is not enough. We should expect too that in the list of 
citizens a significant number of the names of the ephebes would 
reappear in the same demes as patronymics. There is indeed a 
fair number of matches: of 68 names of ephebes recorded in the 
list IG XII Suppl. 255, 17 reappear among the patronymics in the 
same demes in the roster of citizens.35 But that is not an impres
sive score. Undoubtedly some of the matches denote two 
homonymous citizens and not the same citizen recorded twice. 
We should expect all ephebes who had a son in the period ca. 
330-308 - and one who survived so as to come of age - to appear 
as patronymics in the citizen list if that list was inscribed in 290. 
The ephebes of ca. 340 who could not be registered by patro
nymic in ca. 290 in the list of citizens would be (1) those who 
never had an adult son and (2) those who had a son after 308 so 
that the son would not yet have come of age when the citizen list 
was inscribed in 290. It is unlikely that citizens in these two 
groups would amount to 3/4 of all the citizens found in the 
ephebic inscription.

Conversely we may suppose that the list of citizens antedated 
the list of ephebes by a few years. Let us assume that, e.g., the 
citizen list was inscribed in 290 and the list of ephebes in 285. In 
that case a substantial number of the fathers of the ephebes - 
attested by patronymic in the ephebic list - must be identical 
with some of the citizens recorded in the nominative in the list of 
citizens. And that is in fact the case. Of the patronymics in the 
ephebic inscription no less than 29 are identical with names in 
the nominative in the same deme in the roster of citizens.36 Now, 
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the fathers of the ephebes were typically born ca. 340, viz. 308 + 
30 ± some years). They would come of age ca. 320 and, if we 
apply the model life table described above, only half of them 
would still be alive in 290 when the citizen list was inscribed. 
Even allowing for a certain degree of homonymity between the 
patronymics in the ephebic list and the names in the roster of cit
izens, we must conclude that the sequence: list of citizens - list 
of ephebes fits the onomastic evidence much better than the 
reverse sequence.37

There is only one remaining problem: in that case the two 
names found both among the ephebes and among the citizens - 
Archandrides Magalinou Zar. and Demippos Euphemou Dism. - 
must denote homonymous citizens and are not repeated attesta
tions of the same two citizens. As noted above, full homonymity 
between living citizens seems to have been avoided, see supra 
note 14. There is not one example of full homonymity in the list 
of citizens of the first phyle recorded in IG XII.9 245. But there is 
one in the list of citizens of the second phyle (JG XII.9 246) 
where we find an Euphronios Skythou ek Chythroi in line A261 
and again in Line A272. Unless the cutter made a mistake and 
inscribed the same citizen twice we must assume an attestation of 
two different citizens with identical names. In line A47 we have 
a Skythes Euphroniou ek Chytroi and the most likely explanation 
is that the two Euphronioi Skythou were grandfather and 
grandson. A long deceased Skythes had a son Euphronios (A261) 
aged ca. 80; he had a son Skythes (A47) aged ca. 50, who had a 
son Euphronios (A272) aged ca. 20. Now, including 29 lost 
names, there were originally 462 names of citizens of the second 
phyle recorded in IG XII.9 246. It is no surprise if there were two 
similar instances of homonymity in the first phyle recorded in the 
list of citizens (IG XII.9 245) and in the almost contemporary list 
of ephebes (SEG 36 799). After all, the first phyle was almost 
twice as big as the second.

There is, however, an alternative explanation. As argued above 
the list of citizens was inscribed some years before the list of 
ephebes, and we may therefore presume that the Archandrides 
Magalinou Zar. and Demippos Euphemou Dism. recorded in the 
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citizen list ca. 290 had died in ca. 285 so that the two ephebes 
were now the only living citizens bearing those two names.

Having established the relative dates of the ephebic list and the 
roster of all citizens, I shall return to the number of ephebes, and 
here we have to admit that no proper comparison can be made 
between the ephebic list and the roster of citizens. As mentioned 
above, many important demes of the first phyle listed in the 
roster are missing from the ephebic list. Conversely, the ephebic 
list includes Karkinous, which is not recorded in the roster of 
citizens. The discrepancy appears from the following tabulation 
of the evidence in which I have organised the demes according to 
their size as attested in the roster.

Roster Ephebic list

Karkinous 0

Zarex 225 24
Phallas 93 1
Styra 85 0
Dismaros 85 20
Nedon 72 0
Phlious 68 16
Raphieus 66 2
Oinoe 55 1
Teleidai 39 0
Peraia 22 0
Xeniadai 16 2
Eschatia 5 0
Oichalia 3 0
Varia 9 0

2

Total 843 68

We have to admit that the ephebic list reflects a somewhat dif
ferent system from what we find in the roster and that no demo
graphic comparison is possible. A reform of the ephebeia - or 
some re-organisation of the citizens — may have taken place 
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between ca. 290 when the roster was inscribed and ca. 285 when 
the ephebic list was drawn up. Or the ephebes may have been 
called up and served in accordance with rules we do not know.

The Total Population of Eretria ca. 290 B.C.
As stated above, we possess exceptionally precise information 
about the number of adult male citizens belonging to two of the 
six phylai. Ca. 290 B.C. there were 922 citizens in the first phyle 
(IG XII.9 245) and 462 citizens in the second phyle (IG XII.9 
246), i.e. a total of close to 1,400 citizens in two of six phylai. We 
have no reliable information about the size of the other four 
phylai. The fifth and sixth phylai had apparently fewer demes 
than the first four phylai and were probably smaller. If we 
assume that there were altogether 4,000 adult male Eretrian citi
zens in all six phylai, we cannot be far out in our reckoning.3S

Now, 4,000 adult male citizens (18-80+) correspond to ca. 
6,200 male citizens (0-80+).39 Adding an equal number of female 
citizens we get a total of 12,400 citizens. If we assume that there 
were some 7,500 free foreigners and slaves, the population of 
Eretria comes to ca. 20,000 people, and that is a surprisingly low 
figure. Eretria had a territory of ca. 1,500 km2,4” and a total pop
ulation of 20,000 corresponds to a population density of 13 per
sons per km2. A cautious estimate for all of mainland Greece is 
ca. 40 persons per km2 in the plains and ca. 15 in the mountains.41 
Thus, 13 persons per km2 is less than half of the population den
sity one would expect on one of the most fertile islands in the 
Aegean. Euboia provided Athens with much of its imported grain 
until the island defected from the Delian League in 411,42 and in 
Athens the loss of Euboia was considered an even greater 
disaster than the loss of the army sent to Sicily in 415-413.43 One 
could argue that a low population density in a fertile region is 
precisely what makes a massive export of grain possible. Still, 13 
persons per km2 is less than half what one should expect.

In my opinion, there is one obvious explanation: in Eretria ca. 
300 B.C. full citizen rights must have been conditioned by a 
census which excluded at least half of all born citizens. If the ros- 
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ters we have preserved record full citizens only, and if they con
stitute only half the males of citizen birth, the total number of cit
izens of both sexes and all ages comes to ca. 25,000. Adding ca. 
15,000 foreigners and slaves we get a total population of ca. 
40,000 = a population density of ca. 27 per km2.

A property census of that kind indicates that Eretria must have 
had an oligarchic constitution when the rosters IG XII.9 245-47 
were inscribed. For most of the late fourth and early third century 
B.C. Eretria seems to have been a democracy, but Athens was 
probably an oligarchy between 294 and 287,44 and the presump
tion is that Eretria too was an oligarchy in this period.451 suggest 
that the rosters IG XII.9 245-47 were drawn up in connection 
with the introduction of the oligarchy in the late 290s or in one of 
the following years, and that is my reason for dating the rosters to 
ca. 290 B.C. rather than to ca. 300 or to the last decade of the 4th 
century. Again, the ephebic list JG XII Suppl. 555 may have been 
inscribed shortly after a return to democracy in the late 280s and 
conform to a reform of the ephebeia.

An alternative solution is to return to the assumption that the 
rosters do not record all citizens but only citizens of military age 
and fit for military service, i.e. citizens aged 18-59 to the exclu
sion of those over 60 and those aged 18-59 who were unfit for 
military service. The result would be a somewhat larger popula
tion, i.e. a total in the range of 25,000 inhabitants.46 But even that 
would result in too low a population density, vzz. ca. 17 persons 
per km2.

What really makes a difference would be to assume that only 
hoplites were recorded in the rosters. A total of 4,000 hoplites 
(the year classes 18-59) plus the same number of effectives re
cruited from citizens below hoplite status corresponds to a total 
population of ca. 50,000 inhabitants and a population density of 
33 per km2.47 But, as argued above: the ratio of surviving citizens 
over ca. 48 to all the citizens recorded in the rosters is consistent 
with the assumption that the rosters cover all citizens from 18 to 
80+ but, apparently, incompatible with the assumption that the 
rosters record the citizens from 18 to 59 only. Therefore, I find 
that the more likely solution of the problem is to assume that the
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Eretrian constitution imposed a timema whereby over half the 
born citizens were deprived of full citizen rights and that the ros
ters list the full citizens only, but, on the other hand, all adult full 
citizens are listed from they came of age at, probably, 18 and as 
long as they lived.

Conclusions
Summing up the results of all these complicated calculations, let 
me state my conclusions in the form of six shots from the 
shotgun.

1. The lists are rosters of all full citizens, not military lists 
recording citizens of military age and fit for military service.

2. The lists are best interpreted as reflecting a declining popula
tion.

3. The lists indicate, concomitantly, that a demographically sig
nificant number of Eretrians must have resorted to adoption in 
order to uphold their family line.

4. The preserved lists from phyle 1 and 2 indicate that the phylai 
were not of a size and that phyle 1 was exceptionally large, 
almost twice the size of phyle 2.

5. When we use the rosters to calculate the total number of citi
zens of both sexes and all ages, we get totals that are much too 
low for a flourishing polis with a territory of ca. 1,500 km2. 
The presumption is that the rosters record full citizens only 
and that, by a census requirement, the number of full citizens 
was restricted to less than half of those who were Eretrian cit
izens by birth.

6. The rosters support Knoepfler’s suggestion that Eretria had an 
oligarchic constitution in the late 290s and early 280s. The 
rosters IG XIL9 245-47 were inscribed during the oligarchy. 
The ephebic list IG XII Suppl. 555 was inscribed ca. 285 after 
a return to democracy. The possible average of 35 ephebes per 
year fits a much larger citizen population than the 922 
recorded in IG XII.9 245.
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Appendix: Distribution of Males, Mortality Level 4
Decline 0.5% Stationary Growth 0.5%

0-17 35.3% 38.8% 42.6% of all males
18 1.8% 1.9% 1.9%
18-47 45.9% 45.0% 43.8%
18-59 57.2% 55.0% 52.5%
18-80+ 64.7% 61.1% 57.4%
20-59 53.6% 51.2% 48.6%
48-59 11.2% 10.0% 8.7%
48-80+ 18.7% 16.1% 13.7%
60-80+ 7.5% 6.1% 5.0%

Ratios between different age groups:
Decline of 0.5% per year

0-17: 18-80+= 54.5%
18 : 18-59 = 3.1%
18 : 18-80+= 2.8%
48-59 : 18-59 = 19.6%
48-80+ : 18-80+= 28.9%
60-80+: 18-59= 13.1%

Notes
1. Knoepfler (1997) 393-400 and 403. Each of the first four phylai 

was subdivided into 10-12 demoi. The number of phylai belonging 
to phylai 5 and 6 seems to have been much smaller. Apparently, the 
sixth phyle was dominated by one demos'. Dy stos, see note 10 infra.

2. Hansen (2004) 119.
3. Hansen (1985) 11-13. Model West, mortality levels 2, 3, or 4 (for 

males) are still the analogies used by most Roman historians, see 
the critical survey in Scheidel (2001) 10-25.

4. For the shotgun method, see Hansen (2006): “To study ancient his
tory is like hunting hares. The hunter uses a shotgun instead of a 
rifle. His weapon does not hit the bull’s eye and is not constructed 
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for big game, but the spreading out of the pellets to cover a broader 
field is very efficient when used against smaller animals. Similarly, 
the quantifications presented by the ancient historian are never pre
cise but within certain limits they can provide us with extremely 
valuable information about ancient societies.”

5. See appendix p. 83.
6. In LGPN vol. 1 all the persons recorded in the citizen lists IG XII.9 

245-47 are dated iv/iii BC, which is the date suggested by 
Knoepfler (see the preface xi).

7. IG XII.9 249 is dated to the late fourth century by Knoepfler (1997) 
447, n. 321.

8. For 347 (broken on all sides), only the thickness is known (0.012 
m) and the height of the letters is not recorded in IG but I trust 
Knoepfler’s testimony that 247 belongs to the same series as 245 
and 246.

9. Knoepfler (1997) 446 n. 310. On Menedemos, see Knoepfler 
(1991).

10. Phyle I: 922 citizens (/G XII.9 245). Phyle 2; 462 citizens (/G 
XII.9 246). Phyle 3: ? (/G XII.9 247: only 38 names are left, half of 
them broken; the names are inscribed in two columns on the face of 
the stone; the reverse is blank; the preserved fragment is from the 
left side of the stele). Phyle 4: ? (Knoepfler (1997) 398, unpub
lished: some 40 names are preserved; they are inscribed in two 
columns). Phyle 4: a roster belonging to a different series (/G XII.9 
249) records a total of ca. 615 names, but the list inscribed on the 
face is apparently older than that on the reverse (Knoepfler (1997) 
447 n. 321). We have no information at all about the size of the last 
two phylai. But phylai 5 and 6 had apparently fewer demes than the 
first four phylai and were probably smaller. Dystos was the domi
nant and may have been the only deme of phyle 6. It seems to have 
been a former polis incorporated into Eretria in the course of the 
Classical period (CPClnv. (2004) 651 no. 369. Cf. also LGPN vol. 
1. p. xi). - Assuming that phyle 1 and 2 count for a third of all citi
zens we reach a total of 4,152 citizens.

11. For the date, see 81 infra.
12. Al-6, 147-53,285-93 and 410.
13. Bl-6, 146-52, 301-3. In two lines (149 and 152) the missing part of 

the name plus patronymic has been restored.
14. But comparing the roster (/G XII.9 245) with a roughly contempo

rary list of ephebes (/G XII Suppl. 555) there are two instances of 
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full homonymity, viz. Demippos Euphemou Zar. (ZG XII.9 
245.A129 & Suppl. 555.14) and Archandrides Megalinou Dism. 
(ZG XII.9 245.A224 & Suppl. 555.40). Whether the two identical 
names denote the same person is discussed infra 76, 78-79. In the 
roster of citizens belonging to the second phyle (IG XII.9 246) there 
is one example of full homonymity: Euphronios Skythou ek Chyt. 
is recorded twice, viz. at A261 and again at A272. Perhaps the same 
person is erroneously recorded twice; perhaps this is one instance 
of full homonymity, see 78 infra. - In ZG XII.9 245 there are two 
examples of a person called after his father so that the same name 
appears first in the nominative as onoma and then in the genitive as 
patronymikon'. Euangelos Euangelou Raph. (A59) and Archias 
Archiou Raph. (B368). But there are numerous persons who had a 
name that was very like their patronymic, e.g., Kallipos Kallipidou 
egN. (A257), Bios Eubiou Oin. (B34), Blepyrides Blepyrou egN. 
(B264).

15. The 830 fully preserved names plus 5 attestations of patronymic 
plus demotic whereas the name is lost: B5-6, 146, 148, 151.1 have 
left out Bl50 and 303. In Bl50 [MvriJoiOTpaTOD (cf. B291) is an 
alternative to [AuJoicrcpdTou, and in B303 Øeo[p]éÅov is an alter
native to 0Eo[ßo'u]Zo'u (cf. B343).

16. The same patronymic may of course appear in different demes, but 
in that case we know that it denotes as many different persons. 
Thus, we find the patronymic Paramonou in Zar. (A62, B375), 
Nedon (Bill, B298), Phlieus (Bl27), Oinoe (A345, Bl8) and 
Peraia (B146), but it is only in the demes Zar., Nedon and Oinoe 
that we are in doubt as to whether the two patronymics denote one 
person or two homonymous persons.

17. See LGPN vol. 1 p. 268 s.v. where, however, the onoma and the 
patronymikon are supposed to refer to two different persons. There 
is no indication of the possibility that the onoma and the 
patronymikon may designate the same person.

18. See LGPN vol. I p. 101 s.v.
19. The two lines are often far removed from one another which shows 

that interrelated citizens were not recorded side by side.
20. In LGPN vol. 1. p. 215 s.v. Theokleides it is duly recorded that A94 

may be identical with B372, but the entry page 388 s.v. Prokles 
does not mention the other possibility that it is Prokles who is men
tioned twice, so that Theokleides refers to the grandfather at A94 
and the grandson at B273. In most other similar cases, however, 
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both possibilities are duly recorded in LGPN, cf., e.g., LGPN vol. 1 
page 20 s.v. Aischines (26) A306 and (27) A402 versus page 288 
s.v. Lemniarchos ( 1 ) A306 and (2) A402.

21. In five cases the name is missing and patronymic and demotic is all 
we have preserved, see 63 supra.

22. On thirty as the normal age of marriage formen, see Sallares (1991) 
148 withn. 136 and Gallant (1991) 17-19.

23. In the model I use (mortality level 4, growth rate +0.5, 0.0 or -0.5) 
persons over 80 constitute between 1.5 and 2.5 per thousand of the 
population.

24. For what is probably an example of a citizen with four adult sons, 
see IG XII.9 249A. 187-90, cf. LGPN vol. 1 p. 483.

25. Sailer (1994) 52. Model West, mortality level 3, males, mean age of 
first marriage 25 years. I am much indebted to Walter Scheidel for 
having drawn my attention to this study which is of crucial impor
tance for my interpretation of the Eretrian rosters of citizens.

26. An annual increase of 0.5% per year corresponds to an increase of 
16% over a period of 30 years, thus a population of 720 persons 
grows to 835 persons in the course of one generation.

27. If a population of 990 persons declines by 0.5% per year, there are 
832 left after 30 years. The difference between the two figures is 
158.

28. The Eretrian ephebeia seems to have been modelled on the Athe
nian (Chankowski (1993)) and the presumption is that military ser
vice in Eretria as in Athens comprised the 42 years from 18 to 60 
(Arist. Ath. Pol. 53.4-5).

29. The best comparative material is a large inscription from Tenos (/G 
XII.5 872, ca. 300 B.C.), which records various contracts and lists a 
large number of often interrelated persons. Altogether 344 names 
are recorded and they are distributed over 108 lineages. Most 
names are male, but a few females are recorded too. There are 17 
attestations of fathers who had two or more children, and 7 of them 
had three children (20 sons and 1 daughter, indicating - as expected 
- that females are underrepresented), see Etienne ( 1990) 58-60 with 
stemmata 75-82.

30. Cairns (1986) 155-57; Knoepfler (1997) 394.
31. Cairns (1986) 155.
32. Cairns (1986) 154.
33. The discrepancy between the two documents is smaller when we 

take into account that the list of ephebes drawn up ca. 285 reflects 
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the declining population while the roster of 922 citizens drawn up 
ca. 290 comprises all citizens from 18 to 80+ and thus reflects an 
older and larger population, and we can expect the population in the 
decade ca. 303 when the ephebes were born to have been even 
larger than the population in ca. 290, but not amounting to the ca. 
1,250 citizens which would match a year class of 35 ephebes.

34. LGPN vol. 1 p. 84 s.v. Archandrides (4) and (5); page 126 s.v. 
Demippos (9). In the first case the identification is suggested as a 
possibility, in the second case it is taken for granted.

35. First year: Zap. Oavoôppoç, noZoKpaipg, Eùtpàvpç, KaÀior- 
paroç 'EniKparriç, OiÀovikoç, Afipuutoç, HEvoKEtOriç, ToZÂoç, 
Aptcrccbvvpoç. Amp. AppoTipoç. <bXi. Apmxéaç, OiXokXpç, 
’'ApXuinoç. Second year: Amp. Krppiaç, Zap. 4>iÀ,icrciôr|c;, Biox- 
TOÇ.

36. First year: Zap. O(à.cùvoç, navTaKÀéoo, Flapapovoo. AppooOé- 
vou, Appap/ov, Elapapôvoo, Eùtpppon, OtZooiparov, ’Apm- 
ràp/ou, riapapovou, Am/iAou. Eev. 'AjroÀfi^tôoç, 'AvTipà/ov, 
Amp. Tipap/ou, Tipap/ou, Tipap/ou, Tipap/ov, AppocpcuvToç, 
OiÀcovoç, ’Apxavôpiôoo, MEyaÀAvot). Second year: Amp. NIkco- 
voç, XapoKivou, XapoKivoi), Oeoteàod, [ØJeotÉXoo, OaviKnoo. 
Zap. ’ApmToôppoo, Appoxpiron.

37. Chankowski (1993) 36 suggests ca. 285 or a little later.
38. See n. 10 supra.
39. Again I assume an annual decline of 0.5%. In such a population 

males aged 18-80 constituted 64.7% of all males, i.e. no more than 
a third of all males (35.3%) were children.

40. Knoepfler (1997) 371-73 with map on 402.
41. Corvisier and Suder (2000) 32. For higher figures attested in sev

eral poleis, see Hansen (2006).
42. Moreno (forthcoming).
43. Thue. 8.96.1-3.
44. Habicht (1979) 26-30.
45. Knoepfler (1991) 208.
46. Assuming an annual decline of 0.5% the calculation is as follows: 

ca. 4,000 (citizens 18-59 fit for military service) + 25% = 1,000 
(citizens 18-59 unfit for military service) = 5,000 (all citizens 18- 
59) + 13.1% = 655 (citizens 60-80+) = 5,655 (all citizens 18-80+), 
+ 54.5% = 3,082 (males 0-17) = 8,737 (all male citizens 0-80+) 
+ 8,737 (all female citizens 0-80+) = 17,474 (all citizens of both 
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sexes and all ages) + 7,526 (foreigners and slaves) = 25,000 people.
47. Same calculation as in n. 46 but starting from 8,000 instead of 

4,000.
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